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Moving Forward Together, April 26, 2008  Regina 

Dear Participant, 

 

Welcome to ‘Moving Forward Together’ our special gathering to discuss how a 

Community Economic Development (CED) strategy can help us rebuild our inner-city 

communities. Our special guests with decades of inner-city CED experience will share 

lessons from Winnipeg and Saskatoon:  

 

•  Laverne Szejvolt: A founding board member of Quint Development 

Corporation and its first Housing Committee Chairperson.   

 

•  Brendan Reimer: The Canadian Community Economic Development 

Network’s (CCEDNET) Prairies & Northern Territories Coordinator, Brendan 

began working in the restorative justice field, and ran a social enterprise with 

men with various disabilities. He is a volunteer board member with LITE, a 

Winnipeg CED organization, and has a passionate commitment to social 

justice.  

 

•  Jacqui Barclay will facilitate discussion. She has lived in Saskatoon’s 

Riversdale community for over 10 years and serves as Vice President of their 

community association.  Jacqui is the Chair of the Quint Development 

Corporation. 

 

I urge you to take some time and read this “custom-made” edition of Making Waves: 

Canada's CED magazine. There are a variety of articles from a number of its back issues 

to complement today's activities. However, every issue of Making Waves is an excellent 

resource for CED practitioners, so consider subscribing or better yet, join the Canadian 

CED Network and receive a subscription as a member benefit. 

 

This initiative stems from a consultation done in the Fall of 2002. At that time, North 

Central residents defined a vision of a safe, healthy and caring community that is a 

source of pride for the areas residents. Community Development and Business and 

Economic Development were identified as essential pillars in achieving this vision for a 

healthier community. 

 

This evening workshop is an important opportunity to learn more about CED resources 

and tools that can enhance our neighbourhood revitalization and poverty reduction 

strategies. We hope our time together will also help build a stronger, more vibrant 

network of CD/CED support across the city and the Prairie Provinces.  

 

Let’s move forward, together! 

 

April Bourgeois, Event organizer 
 

 
 

Moving Forward Together is hosted by the North Central Community Association & Coop Ventures. 
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Comprehensive Community Initiatives

What we know so far (Part I) By Mark Cabaj

Comprehensive Community Initiatives (CCIs)
are efforts by citizens to take on the most complex
problems facing their communities and the lives of
their fellow residents. We’re talking real
here – things like community safety, homelessness,
and poverty that cross the conventional boundaries
of “social,” “economic,” and“physical,” and don’t
respond to narrow or short-term action taken by
governments, charities, business, or other sectors
working in isolation.

Unlike these conventional approaches, the CCI
is a deliberate effort to bring to the task diverse
people and organizations commanding a range of
skills, experience, and insight. Moreover, they
explore the inter-related root causes of the
dilemma, and make that all-embracing analysis
both the rationale and framework for multi-year
action. The comprehensive lens applies to both the
way they and the way they .

dilemmas

see do
A great many communities have undertaken CCIs in the last

ten years, particularly to address poverty. Can a comprehensive,

community-driven approach get the job done? What hampers its

effectiveness?

It’s too early to offer definitive answers to these questions. But

the experience of the Vibrant Communities initiative to reduce

poverty (see sidebar, next page) sheds some light on them, as does

research by the Aspen Institute.* So we can make a start.

Many issues affect the success of CCIs. Operational factors

like planning, evaluating, and fundraising take on a new meaning

in a comprehensive initiative. The management of the collabora-

tion and the roles played by government, foundations, and

charities – these too can make or break a CCI. But two matters

crop up again and again: how community groups define and

implement the concept of “comprehensive action,” and how

accurately and thoroughly they articulate the process of change

they are trying to co-ordinate. Clarity about both these matters

will go a long way to helping community groups stick to the CCI

process and realize some very substantial gains.

CCI participants generally put the comprehensive approach into

practice in one of four ways.

Some undertake a very wide array of actions from the outset.

In the case of the Core Area Initiative in Saskatoon, Saskat-

chewan, over 60 organizations representing a broad range of

community stakeholders took part in an 18-month planning and

consultation. They identified 13 goal areas and no less than 62

actions that they wished to undertake. Vivre Saint-Michel in

Montréal and the Halifax Inner City Initiative also undertook

ambitious, if slightly less expansive programs from the get-go.

Comprehensive Action
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* The Aspen Institute Roundtable on Community Change (established in

1992 as the Roundtable on Comprehensive Community Initiatives for

Children and Families) has published or sponsored a roster of research

concerning CCIs. A recent study is Anne Kubisch,

(November

2004). Download it from www.aspenroundtable.org.

Building Knowledge

About Community Change: Moving Beyond Evaluations

While compelling, this approach comes with serious chal-

lenges. It is extraordinarily difficult to support and make progress

on multiple fronts simultaneously. This is particularly true when

the groups involved are limited in funds and in their experience of

managing complex initiatives. As the implementation of a

comprehensive plan begins in earnest, many groups collapse

under the weight of the work. Those that do manage to“keep the

wheels on the bus” are likely instead to see a decline in participa-

tion as members drift away, frustrated at the low scale and the

pace of change that results from doing a little bit in a lot of

different areas.

Many issues affect the success of CCIs, but two
matters crop up again & again: how community
groups define & implement the concept of
“comprehensive action,” & how accurately &
thoroughly they articulate the process of change
they are trying to co-ordinate.
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These troubling experiences are hardly unique. In order to make

the comprehensive approach more manageable, therefore, some

groups choose one sector of activity as a“strategic driver” (e.g.,

housing, employer practices, or crime). While participants continue

to be comprehensive in their analysis of issues and solutions, the

driver becomes the focal point of their work. Over time, as the

initiative matures and the participants increase their capacity in

management and co-ordination, they can can build in other drivers.

Quality of Life Challenge, a CCI in B.C.’s capital region, is an

example. There, it was becoming increasingly difficult to mobilize

support to tackle tough community problems. QoL members

decided to devote their energies to engaging and cultivating local

leadership from the average person on the street to the most

Vibrant Communities

Launched in 2002, Vibrant Communities is

a pan-Canadian effort to explore the

potential of community-based initiatives to

reduce poverty: specifically, initiatives

distinguished by their comprehensive field

of action, intersectoral collaboration, a use

of local assets, and commitment to

systematically learn as they do.

Tamarack – An Institute for Community

Engagement coaches the participants and

the Caledon Institute of Social Policy

supports them with policy research and

discussion. The J.W. McConnell Family

Foundation provides essential financial

assistance and heads up much of the work

on disseminating the learnings.

Thousands of projects the world over

are tackling poverty with these approaches

in mind. What distinguishes Vibrant

Communities is an architecture that

comprises three major elements:

and .

At the heart of Vibrant Communities is

a learning community of 14 cities and

regions. Representatives of Victoria,

Surrey, Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon,

Winnipeg, Niagara, Waterloo, Saint-Michel

neighbourhood (in Montréal), Trois-

Rivières, Saint John, Halifax, Cape Breton,

and St. John’s meet monthly (typically by

teleconference) to develop and share

practices in poverty reduction. Learning

from each other, they raise the bar of

practice for all. Simultaneously, they

increase public awareness of poverty and

their own profile as poverty fighters.

The learning community’s work is

rooted real local experimentation,

embodied in the Trail Builders. Six

learning,

local experimentation, policy

communities (Victoria, Niagara, Saint John,

Edmonton, Saint-Michel, and Calgary)

receive special financing and technical

support to pursue intensive poverty

reduction strategies. In exchange they

agree to evaluate their experience and

share it with other Vibrant Communities

members. Each Trail Builder initiative is

governed by representatives from at least

four key sectors (business, government,

the voluntary sector, and people living in

poverty) who are responsible for planning,

implementation, and evaluation, and the

overall management of the work.

Caledon’s policy work adds weight to

community practice, which can be so wide-

ranging and diverse that there appears to

be no clear underlying methodology.

Research and documentation describe CCI

in terms of general principles and the

details and sequence of its application.

In addition, Caledon articulates policies

related to child development,

training and employment,

and income security that seek to reduce

the overall burden of disadvantage by

tackling structural sources of inequality.

This informs and reinforces participants’

efforts to turn “private troubles” into public

issues (with living wage initiatives, for

example). Conversely, it brings the efforts

of the participants to provincial and federal

levels of attention. Caledon has hosted an

18-month policy dialogue involving

representatives of ten federal departments

as well as all 14 members of the learning

community.

Vibrant Communities is striving to root a

body of analysis and public policy right in

the CCI experience, so it is easier for

others to go on the same journey. For more

details, visit www.vibrantcommunities.ca.

powerful CEO. This serves as a basis for citizen-driven initia-

tives to improve household incomes, to build affordable housing,

and to address social isolation and exclusion across the region.

Vibrant Communities Calgary offers another example of the

strategic driver. Its members have chosen to target the policy

barriers that hamper citizens when they try to exit poverty. They

have also identified a number of initiatives to address specific

policy areas: improvements to a provincial income support

program for people with disabilities; reduced fares for the city’s

public transit system; and living wages for employees in notori-

ously low wage sectors.

The selection of a strategic driver helps a group to concen-

trate its efforts and avoid distraction by a myriad of issues and

Photo: Vibrant Communities meeting in Guelph,

Ontario, 2002. Courtesy of Tamarack Institute.
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opportunities. The danger is that they may become so pre-occupied

with the driver, even ideological about it, that they completely

overlook other ways to bring about real change.

A third option taken by CCI participants is to seek out and

respond to opportunities as they emerge. Given their thorough

understanding of the community’s dynamics, these groups are

confident that they will be able to assess the value of such opportu-

nities to the CCI’s goal on a case-by-case basis and develop a

comprehensive program over time.

This is the approach that Opportunities Niagara is taking in

southern Ontario. Poverty reduction is their aim, and a community

meeting established the priority areas to be workforce development,

housing, and mental health. But within these guidelines,

Opportunities Niagara is happy to“play the field,” as one partici-

pant put it, and throw their weight behind actions that display the

potential to significantly reduce poverty, given additional support.

The advantage of this approach is flexibility. Its disadvantage

may be the same. This very flexibility can result in a portfolio of

activities, many of which have limited strategic value.

These three approaches to comprehensive action are not

mutually exclusive. After a year of analysis and evaluation, for

example, the members of Opportunities Waterloo (formerly

Opportunities 2000 or“OP2000”) decided to change their purely

“opportunity-driven” approach, to one that allowed them to focus

on certain areas of concern – in this case at-risk youth and the

working poor – yet still able to respond to spontaneous opportuni-

ties regardless of the group or the issue concerned.

The decision soon paid off. While Opportunities Waterloo was

busy developing incentive programs for high school graduation and

a living wage campaign, they learned that 3,000 low-income seniors,

although eligible for the federal Guaranteed Income Supplement (a

tax-free income support program providing up to $5,000 per

applicant), were not receiving it. They did not know about it or

how to apply. Thanks to the decision to keep some capacity in

reserve, Opportunities Waterloo had the time and energy to

facilitate a combination of community research, outreach, and

training that resulted in over 600 seniors receiving $2.3 million in

benefits. This one initiative affected over a third as many house-

holds as the whole of Opportunities Waterloo had in the previous

four years.

Getting a diverse group of citizens to agree on a comprehensive

approach to reduce poverty is one thing. Getting them to hammer

out a rigorous set of strategies and activities to make it happen is

quite another.

Many CCI participants have a strong sense of where they want

to start – wage rates or career prospects for youth, say. They may

also be agreed about where they want to end up, like a 10%

reduction in violent crime.

Theory of Change

The CCI experience to date indicates that groups are

frequently unclear about how to get from“A” to“Z,” however.

They pay little attention to the early to mid-term changes that set

the stage for the achievement of the longer term goal, and hope

that somehow“it will all work out.”

As a result, they are not always as strategic as they might be in

selecting initiatives. They choose instead the ones that are

championed by a charismatic personality or that are receiving the

most attention in the news media or that the most participants

can live with. Once the choice is made, they may have great

difficulty working out the details of a strategy and even more

difficulty documenting the progress they are making towards

their ultimate goal.

The Theory of Change (TOC) is meant to help with that. An

idea that popped up in the mid-1990s, the TOC details the

connections between the long-term, intermediate, and early

outcomes of an initiative, and the capacities that a group requires

to achieve each. Application of the TOC helps community

groups to construct a“chain of results”: actual changes that a CCI

is intended to bring to the life and ways of a community.

This is not the same as the“logic model” that community

development veterans and civil servants may know from the

design of programs and services. The logic model merely requires

that a group clarify a sequence of changes. The TOC requires the

group to provide a convincing rationale for approaching a

problem in one way, rather than some other way, in order to help

achieve a long-term and ambitious goal.

There is no magic involved in creating a TOC, just a lot of

hard work. In the case of Vibrant Communities, CCI partici-

pants and Tamarack staff work through a series of simple

questions that clarify the major features of the community’s

approach: how they define poverty; where the systemic causes of

poverty in their community are; where the group feels it have the

most positive impact; and what specific value their participation

will add so that the desired change actually happens.

The results have been interesting.

Take the case of Vibrant Saint John (New Brunswick). Its

participants determined that one of the biggest barriers to a

better life for people living in“deep poverty” was the community’s

often fragmented, under-resourced human services system. They

wanted to turn it into something more robust and integrated.

How to do it?

They decided to create an infrastructure of “coach-mentors” to

assist people in navigating the tangle of local programs and

services. The coach-mentors document these journeys. A

leadership group then uses these accounts and additional research

to develop proposals for changes to public policy and for

capacity-building measures in the nonprofit sector.

Vibrant Saint John has demonstrated the capacity to use this

information. The Business Community Anti-Poverty Initiative

(BCAPI), already has been able to improve public programs and
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Rebuilding Communities Initiative

Six critical areas

(general focus areas)

Maximizing capacity and

impact of neighborhood

resources and institutions

Developing an effective

neighborhood-based human

service delivery system for

children, youth, and families

Increasing public and private

investment in the neighborhoods

Improving housing and

infrastructure

Strengthening the capacity and

effectiveness of neighborhood

governance collaboratives

Increasing resident

participation and empowerment
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�
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Six critical areas

(general focus areas)

Annie E. Casey

Foundation

Annie E. Casey

Foundation

Technical

assistance

providers

Technical

assistance

providers

Residents

Service providers

Neighbourhood
governance structure
Neighbourhood
governance structure

Lead CBOLead CBO Other neighbourhood
organizations
Other neighbourhood
organizations

Government
agencies
Government
agencies

Improvements in the neighborhood environment

Increased institutional and political participation

Improved human service delivery system

Improved housing and physical infrastructure

Increased safety in the neighbourhood

Increased economic investment in the

neighbourhood

Improvements in the neighborhood environment

Site-specific strategies

�

�

�

�

�

Dudley Street Neighborhood

Initiative, Boston

Germantown Settlement,

Philadelphia

Marshall Heights Community

Development Organization,

Washington, DC

NEWSED Community

Development Corporation,

Denver

Warren/Conner

Development Coalition, Detroit

Site-specific strategies

Improvements in child and family well being

Better physical and mental health

Better living conditions

Reduced exposure to crime and violence

Better education

Enhanced economic well being

Better prospects for children

Improvements in child and family well being

System of institutional collaborationSystem of institutional collaboration

© The Annie E. Casey Foundation. Reproduced with permission.
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services in regards to young parents living in poverty (parenting

programs, education initiatives, housing facilities). The TOC

will enable BCAPI and its partners to take rhythmic, strategic

action in response to reliable information about one cause of

poverty in Saint John.

The TOC also supports a well-informed public debate over

the strengths and weaknesses of the Vibrant Saint John

approach – something that a simple review of activities could

not. A better human services system – can that alone help the

group achieve its goal of reducing local poverty from 24.5% to

16% in ten years? What have similar strategies achieved in other

places? What does it take to set up coach-mentoring programs?

Is ten years a realistic time frame in which to expect such a

system to make a significant contribution to the greater strategy?

The TOC doesn’t have to be a complicated affair.

Opportunities Niagara offers a great example of this. It noted

how many organizations and residents in the region had useful

strategies for reducing poverty. What was lacking were the

resources, information, networking, or skills necessary to get

them off the ground. Opportunities Niagara decided to create a

small body of well-connected, representative leaders to“untie the

knots” that were getting in the way in various localities.

That’s all there is to it: create a community resource that can

untie knots so change can happen. Yet this TOC has served

Niagara well. The leadership group has taken action that has

helped nonprofits secure land, facilities, and resources for 75 units

of affordable housing. They also have cleared a path for initiatives

that will enable 500 or more long-term unemployed residents to

secure good paying jobs and training for another 90 laid-off

workers. Without the Niagara group“untying the knots,” these

initiatives may not have happened on the scale, had the same

impact, or even got off the ground at all.

Though primarily intended to help groups make choices about

strategies and projects, TOCs are useful in other ways as well.

They can provide a framework for the selection of indicators

of progress. This is essential for initiatives whose ultimate success

will be a long time in coming. For example, a CCI that aims to

eliminate poverty may choose to encourage private sector

employers to adopt progressive employment practices. Their

TOC states that once more employers know about these

practices, more will adopt them. So one interim indicator of

progress will be the number of employers to whom CCI repre-

sentatives have made their case.

A TOC can be a great way to explain a group’s comprehensive

program to others, too. Members of more than one Vibrant

Communities project have found it difficult to explain their work

to others without referring to a shopping list of activities and

initiatives. A well-written TOC can capture the essence of what a
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group is trying to do and turn bewildered or skeptical observers

into active participants.“Untying Local Knots” has been a great

way for Opportunities Niagara to summarize its role in reducing

poverty in the region. “Scaling Up What Works” puts it all in a

nutshell for Vibrant Communities Edmonton, which is facilitat-

ing initiatives to help people take advantage of underutilized

income support programs, and to encourage employers in low-

wage sectors to implement progressive human resource practices.

(The“Rebuilding Communities Initiative” on the previous page is

essentially a TOC, rendered as a diagram in order to explain an

approach taken in American cities by the Annie E. Casey

Foundation.)

Perhaps most importantly, however, TOCs support on-going

and critical reflection on a CCI. Participants can get together to

review their progress, identify things that they have learned, and

ask themselves: Is our TOC still appropriate? Does it need

upgrading? Does it require a complete overhaul?

sector alone, no matter how well supported, could not bear the

burden of reducing poverty. The public and private sectors would

have to play a more prominent role. Soon after, working groups

from each of these sectors were exploring ways to encourage

employers to improve wages and working conditions, and to

advocate change in the provincial welfare reform program.

TOCs have their dangers. They can end up taking a lot of time

to develop. They can raise conflicting points of view that CCI

participants are not ready to grapple with. They can appear

academic at times and alienate the much needed“doers” in a

collaboration. These dangers aside, the experience of Vibrant

Communities with TOCs has been positive. They offer the

possibility of making a complex agenda more coherent, and that

does wonders for communication, evaluation, and learning.

The push behind every CCI is the hope that it might generate the

scale, the depth, and the durable results that conventional, frag-

mented approaches to complex issues cannot. Yet, the very fact that

it weaves together such diverse players and actions means that the

journey of each CCI is unpredictable and risky.

Some, like those in Saskatoon and Halifax, have stalled in their

efforts to move past the intensive start-up phase, humbled by the

awesome technical and political tasks of a comprehensive campaign,

or simply unable to secure sufficient resources to keep it going.

Once a CCI leaves the ground, it’s common for participants to

invest a lot of time and energy in a particular project, only to see it

stopped cold or derailed due to factors beyond their control.

Finally, even groups experienced and competent in CCIs

struggle to maintain the momentum and strategic focus of their

work. Opportunities Waterloo continues to weather“campaign

fatigue,” changes in leadership, and the challenges of securing multi-

year funding while trying to regain the enthusiasm and widespread

support it enjoyed in its early years.

Tough going and no guarantees – yes. Yet CCIs also demon-

strate that, armed with a comprehensive analysis, a considered

TOC, and the diverse skills and political clout of a growing

membership, people can start undermining some of the structural

reasons for poverty.

Vibrant Communities Trail Builders have been able to shape

more productive public policies. Vibrant Communities Calgary

helped nonprofit organizations to bring about an increase in

provincial income support for persons with disabilities. Then it

deftly shifted focus and worked with other groups to encourage the

City to the monthly public transit pass fare for the same

group, when all the other rates were to increase. These two

initiatives alone will put $2-4,000 more dollars in the pockets of up

to 10,000 Calgarians annually.

QoL played an important role in encouraging local municipali-

ties to create a regional housing trust that will help build 30-80

reduce
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And change it likely will. Over the history of OP2000 in

Ontario’s Waterloo Region (1997-2000), the TOC evolved

continuously as the participants grew, changed, and learned more

about the nature of the systems underlying poverty and the

strategies they could use to overcome them.

The group’s original TOC was rooted in a feeling that if they

could encourage enough local nonprofits to shift their focus from

“alleviating poverty” (through counselling and food baskets, for

example) to“reducing poverty” (employment programs, links

with employers, business development), the net effect would be a

drastic reduction in the number of under- and unemployed

residents in the region. OP2000 asked local groups to commit to

making this shift. In exchange, the OP2000 network would

supply them with learning opportunities, technical assistance,

and better access to the necessary financial resources.

The response from the community was good (over 30

nonprofits helped 1100 residents in just over 2 years), but not

good enough. OP2000 leaders concluded that the nonprofit

What’s novel about CCIs is that meaningful
changes are being achieved by a diverse group of
stakeholders who have together devised a large-
scale initiative to tackle a complex problem – &
have the skills, knowledge, & networks to make
it real. Usually, it’s one or the other.
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housing units a year. Vibrant Saint John convinced the provincial

government to strengthen certain features of childcare policy in

order to assist young parents trying to finish school.

Some CCIs are also demonstrating how they can help the

private sector take a role in innovative responses to poverty.

Opportunities Niagara helped a cluster of private employers, local

governments, community organizations, and the regional college

to prepare long-term unemployed residents for some well-paying

positions in the tourism industry that weren’t getting filled. This

training program also will work hand in glove with a project that

will reduce the barriers to employment posed by the region’s

fragmented public transportation system.

In the mean time, groups in Surrey, Victoria, Calgary,

Waterloo, and Edmonton are playing key roles in the establish-

ment of regional social purchasing portals. These systems link

local businesses as employers, suppliers, and/or purchasers to the

nonprofit organizations that train long-term unemployed

residents. (See article this edition, pp. 13-16.) Many of the same

communities are working on initiatives to encourage regional

employers to improve income and benefits for underemployed

and low-wage staff.

For sure, there’s nothing new about such local interventions, in

and of themselves. What’s novel is that meaningful changes are

being achieved in people’s lives by a diverse group of stakeholders

who have together devised a large-scale initiative to tackle a

complex problem have the skills, knowledge, and networks to

make it real.

Usually, it’s one or the other. Diverse participants agree to a

simple, low-impact approach to a dilemma (better skill develop-

ment as a way to reduce poverty, for example). Alternatively,

participants of like mind lack the capacity to carry out their high-

impact intentions.

To avoid this dichotomy, CCI participants have to figure out

how to handle two major difficulties: defining comprehensive

action, and clarifying how they intend to pursue such substantial

change. The record shows that people are up to that learning curve,

and as a consequence, can put into effect initiatives far larger in

scale and far more likely to succeed than has been possible in the

past. And that must surely give us hope that we can make

headway on our most pressing problems and build the

communities we want.

and

MARK CABAJ is a principal in Tamarack – An Institute for Community

Engagement and past chair of CCEDNet’s Practitioner Development

Committee. Contact him at 780-451-8984 or mark@tamarackcommunity.ca.

Subsequent installments under the theme of “What We Know about CCIs”

will concern the identification of local dilemmas (“Wicked Problems”),

collaborative governance, and the capacity required to sustain such broad-

based, long-term initiatives. For more information about Tamarack, visit

www.tamarackcommunity.ca.
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Social economy? Community
economic development? Social
entrepreneurship? The corridors
of power may not yet echo with
such questions, but at least a faint
hum is discernible as a small but
growing number of federal civil
servants puzzle over the lexicon
introduced by the new Prime
Minister, Paul Martin. What
the man talking about?

is

Even this scratching of heads is a big
step forward, however. For years, the success
that citizens have had in reshaping the
economic and social circumstances of their
communities has escaped the attention of
most politicians and policy-makers.

As much as this new attentiveness is a
cause for celebration, however, let’s be sure
our federal friends get it right. The
challenge is to translate welcome political
attention into supportive, well-structured
federal policy and investment. To accom-
plish this requires understanding the basic
concepts and scope that constitute each of
these burgeoning arenas of community-
based action.

Even in times of prosperity, Canada
experiences a dual economy of mainstream
growth and chronic pockets of poverty. By-
passed by the regional or national economy,
some places and citizens experience a
vicious cycle of social and economic decay
that consigns them to unemployment,
business failure, family stress, crime,
deteriorated housing, and poor health,
among other ills.

Despite all this, people have found ways
to reverse destructive processes and create a
healthier setting for life and work.

Territory & Enterprise

CED & the Social Economy – Sorting out the Basics By Mike Lewis

Common Ground

One way is community economic
development. CED is rooted it the
struggle of citizens living in disadvan-
taged communities to reinvigorate the
places they call home. For that reason,
Québecers and Europeans often refer to
CED as a approach to commu-
nity revitalization. Communities
bypassed or marginalized by the ordinary
processes of regional or national econo-
mies get caught in a vicious cycle of social
and economic forces that can lead to a
chronic outflow of capital and people.
RESO, a CED corporation in Montréal
is one of many CED organizations

territorial

social economy has a primary focus on
enterprise development that aids the
achievement of social goals.

Let’s explore the points of convergence
and divergence between the territorial
approach of CED and enterprise focus
of the social economy. To do so, it is
useful to determine the key social and
economic tasks to which we must attend
when building more inclusive and
sustainable local economies. Here is my
list of ten.

An Analytical Prism

working in various parts of Canada to
create a durable basis for hope in neglected
and despairing“territories.”

A second response is the social
economy. Like CED, actors in the social
economy endeavour to organize citizens to
become agents of their own development,
primarily through enterprises that embed
social goals in their business operations.
The Social Economy engages an array of
communities of interest that undertake
collectively-owned enterprises founded on
values of solidarity, autonomy, democratic
decision-making, and the individual and
collective exercise of citizenship.

Herein lies the most basic distinction:
CED has a primary focus on territory; the

(See“Trans-
formed by CED,” p. 21.)

The Social Tasks

The Economic Tasks

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Provision of quality education.
House people affordably.
Enable people to live healthy, secure
lives.
Ensure that citizens can be active
culturally and recreationally.
Support persons’ efforts to engage
fully in the life of the community.

Build local equity and ownership.
Make credit accessible.
Prepare people for employment.
Plan, research, and advocate on behalf
of the community.
Supply adequate physical
infrastructure.

(See diagram, p. 8.)

CED & the social economy together constitute one purposeful
movement. Each places a different emphasis on the scope & focus of
development action. By combining our efforts to build a development
system, we can map & clarify the ways in which our common vision
of a more just & sustainable economy can be realized.
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Affordable Housing & Food Security

are basic to human physical, emotional,

and social functioning.

Social Supports strengthen the

connection between citizens, foster

inclusion, facilitate participation in

community life, strengthen

families, and encourage the

realization of individual and

collective goals.

10 Key Tasks

What must we do, have, or create if communities are to thrive?

Local Equity &

Ownership

Accessible Credit

ensure that

local interests influence

business decisions and that

focusses on extending

loans to people marginalized from

conventional financing.

the

resulting capital is reinvested in

local development.

The Social Tasks

Health & Safety are essential to our

willingness and ability to participate in

community life as parents, employees,

business-owners, voters, and investors.

Access to quality will determine

much of what people do with their lives and the

contribution they make to the lives of others.

Education

Culture & Recreation reinforce the physical

and emotional health of citizens and

communities. Opportunities for

leisure and reflection broaden

and deepen people’s

participation in other

aspects of community life.

The Economic Tasks

Planning, Research, & Advocacy

enable people to make good decisions

about what to do, when to do it, with

whom and with what.

Preparing to

become competent

employees, employers,

organizers, co-ordinators,

administrators is what fuses the

“people supply” to “people demand.”

People

Physical is the array of public

and private installations that undergird public

health, mobility, and communication.

infrastructure

Affordable
Housing &

Food Security

Culture &
Recreation

Social Supports

Health
& Safety

Education

Equity & Local
Ownership

Planning, Research,
& Advocacy

People

Infrastructure
Accessible

Credit

Distressed communities lack

resources and capacity to address

these 10 tasks adequately. To reverse

the cycle of decline, a strategic array

of initiatives is required that

addresses several key tasks over

many years. Integrated into this

comprehensive, long-term approach,

programs and enterprises can achieve

synergies and results that would not

otherwise be possible. They become

part of a .

RESO has built such a system in

southwest Montréal. A

development system

strategic

approach to three core tasks plus

extensive partnership-building in

relation to six others have made

RESO an engine of community

revitalization.

Core Tasks Multi-stakeholder governance

Democratic Membership

Networking

Partnerships

Significant progress

in other key tasks

RESO’s DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Planning, Research,
& Advocacy

Equity
& Local
Ownership

People

Infra
structure

Credit

Social
Supports

Culture

LiteracyHousing
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These are the tasks that shape our
social and economic landscape. CED
organizations weave several of these tasks
into an ensemble of strategic action aimed
at stemming the outflow of capital and
people from a geographic community.
Building on existing strengths, CED
organizations create and leverage new
resources for the development of the
community as a whole.

The more comprehensive, systematic,
and sustained the approach, the more
effective it is likely to be, research has
revealed. In her study of the revitalization
of devastated inner cities in the United
States, Lisbeth Schorr of Harvard
University discovered that the most
successful initiatives had four things in
common.

Successful initiatives for community
change all possess a“comprehensive
mindset” that forms the lens through
which they survey problems, opportuni-
ties, and solutions. They understand the
necessity and the effectiveness of working
at the same time on economic and physical
development, service and educational
reform, as well as community building.
But they are strategic in choosing where to
begin, in sequencing their activities, and
how much they take on at once.

Successful initiatives reflect the specific
assets, needs, institutional relationships,
and power structures of individual
communities. Community-building is
more their orientation or mission than a
technique, activity, or program, and grows
out of the conviction that inner-city
residents and institutions can and must be
primary actors in the resolution of their
neighbourhood’s problems. Thus success-
ful initiatives essentially change the nature
of the relationship between the commu-
nity and the systems outside its bound-
aries.

1. They combine action in a number of
domains.

2. They rely on a community’s own resources
and strengths as the foundation for designing
change.

3. They draw extensively on outside resources,
including public and private funds, professional

expertise, and new partnerships that bring clout
and influence.

funding

clout

While this may seem to contradict the
second conclusion, it does not. Many of
the problems faced by inner-city residents
arise from powerful economic forces and
from deficiencies in public systems that
originate far beyond the borders of the
distressed community. The new relation-
ship between insiders and outsiders
alluded to above must allow for a flow of
information and wisdom in both
directions. In successful community-
based initiatives outsiders perform three
roles. They provide

. They make their money
available in amounts and under
conditions that are related to the
objectives to be achieved. Funding is
structured to be predictable over
periods long enough to get results.

that can help remove or reduce
political, bureaucratic, and regulatory
obstacles that interfere with a coherent
approach to interventions.

�

�

� technical assistance

4. They focus on long-term outcomes.

development
system

. They can mobilize and
broker expertise that may not be readily
available otherwise but is crucial to on-
going development and to the effective-
ness of community-based initiatives.

Successful initiatives are oriented towards
achieving long-term, durable outcomes even
while recognizing that, from a community
mobilization point of view, short-term
results are also important.

In short, the local or regional situation
needs to be understood as a

in disrepair, not a collection of

loosely related problems and needs. The
most effective interventions build the
capacity of the distressed community to
marshal resources and apply them in a
more integrated and strategic way,
particularly in long-term action relevant to
several of the ten key tasks. (Research into
the characteristics of successful Canadian
CED initiatives has come to conclusions
very similar to Schorr’s.)

Integral to any CED strategy in a
particular locale is enterprise develop-
ment. It can involve a range of tools and
techniques, including entrepreneur
development, business incubators, services
aimed at business retention and expan-
sion, and social enterprises. The develop-
ment of social enterprises (or
enterprises as they are often called in
Québec), is a particularly important arena
of strategic action for several reasons.

1

social economy

The Linkage to
the Social Economy

�

�

Social economy enterprises are locally
owned, thus creating new equity
resources that can be reinvested into
the ongoing process of development.
Social economy enterprises often
engage as workers and owners
specific sub-populations that have
difficulty finding employment – for
example, single parents, cultural
workers, and the physically or
mentally challenged. They combine
business development with people
development to reduce marginali-
zation within a community and to
expand democratic ownership.

The local or regional situation needs to be understood as a
development system in disrepair, not a collection of loosely
related problems & needs. The most effective interventions build
the capacity of distressed communities to marshal resources &
apply them in a more integrated & strategic way.



� Many social economy enterprises
perform key social tasks, for example,
care of children, cultural and recre-
ational activities, community health
clinics, recycling of waste, environ-
mental restoration, and housing
alternatives.
But this is just one of the ways in

which CED and the social economy are
inextricably linked. If they are to scale up
their activities and their impacts, these
two dynamic approaches to development
action also have some common needs to
meet.

Think about the upsurge in Québec’s
social economy in the last seven years.
Well over 4,000 of these businesses have
emerged in Québec, practicing demo-
cratic forms of participation and
ownership and engaging communities of
interest, including people with disabilities
and single parents living on low income.
They employ 65,000 people, generate
sales of over $4 billion, and encompass a
remarkable range of sectors: recycling,
cultural businesses, alternative media,
forestry, child care, manufacturing,
transport, health, funeral services,
technology businesses, and ecological and
cultural tourism.

What has caused this explosion of
activity? There are several factors, but
among the most important are the
institutions that have been established
since 1996 to address three of the key
economic tasks. (For more details, see
“The Political Imperative,” p. 26.)

�

�

�

Planning, Research, & Advocacy:
Chantier de l’économie sociale

centres local de
développement

Credit: Réseau d’investissement social
du Québec

People Development:

The
, launched in

1996, is a network of networks that
embrace hundreds of organizations
committed to the social economy and
CED. Through a community-
university research alliance, university
researchers partner with practitioners
to create knowledge and tools that
advance the social economy.
Complementing this at the local level
in Québec are 111

(local development
centres, or CLDs) that help support
the planning and launching of social
enterprises as part of their develop-
ment action.

The
(RISQ), created by the

Chantier in 1997, makes capital and
loans accessible to social enterprises
and CEDO ventures across Québec.
RISQ’s $10 million in investment
capital is leveraging other sources of
participation, including loan funds run
by CLDs and, to a lesser extent,
Community Futures Development
Corporations.

RISQ provides
technical assistance to social enter-
prises as do a range of CED organiza-
tions and CLDs across Quebec. There
are also initiatives to improve manage-
ment capacity among businesses
working in the same sector, as well as
work focussed on improving the skills
of workers in different sectors.

cedtraining & support
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Take Control of Your Economic DestinyTake Control of Your Economic Destiny

Contact Mike Stolte ~ mstolte@futures.bc.ca

Toll-Free 1-800-661-1395

www.BusinessVitalityIndex.com

Today, more than ever,

communities must identify

their strengths, their gaps

& their unexplored

opportunities.

Let the Business

Vitality Index help

your community

harness its potential!

In short, a province-wide development
system is emerging in Québec to grow the
social economy. CED organizations are
part of this system, supporting and
fostering social enterprises and helping to
access the new credit resources managed
by RISQ. Likewise, the accelerated
growth of social economy enterprises is
crucial to revitalizing the territories that
are the primary concern of CED organi-
zations. Just in the years 1997-2002, the
support that RESO, the Chantier, and
RISQ rendered to the social economy
sector helped create over 500 jobs.

Québecers have been smart. They have
included the CED sector as an integral
partner in advancing the social economy.
They have built on the strengths of the
co-operative sector. Also, by ensuring that
other key social movements and networks
(e.g., women and labour) are around the
Chantier board table, they have succeeded
in mobilizing a broad array of political
and economic resources.

Imagine what we could do if we
followed that example and reconfigured
the way members of the community
sector relate to each other? Can we
imagine a“communities agenda”?

I think we can. Elements of it are
already in play in the policy agenda
advanced jointly by the Canadian CED
Network and the Chantier. The confer-
ence upcoming in May 2004 in Trois-
Rivières is another amazing opportunity
for us to work together to articulate a
strong communities agenda in which
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Naming the Links

Social economy, social enterprise, social economy enterprise, community enterprise, CED

enterprise … in our urge to describe our experiences in the community sector, we sometimes

serve up more terminological soup than substance. When it comes to policy-making,

unfortunately, inaccuracy is a recipe for ineffectiveness.

Just ask the Canadian CED Network (CCEDNet). The early drafts of its national policy

framework defined “community” almost exclusively in geographical terms. This drew fire

immediately. How could CCEDNet ignore enterprises established to empower or support

communities of interest, like marginalized youth, children, the disabled, and the homeless?

Take for example an enterprise owned by a nonprofit and employing people with

disabilities. It does not have “territorial focus” nor does it undertake many of the tasks

required to turn around a declining neighbourhood. Yet in its commitment to inclusion, citizen

engagement, and solidarity, the enterprise is clearly on the same wavelength as CED

organizations. Indeed, many CED organizations promote and establish such enterprises. So

CCEDNet drafted a more inclusive definition. After all, nobody questions the importance of

communities of interest or identity.
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CED and the social economy will play
vital roles.

CED and the social economy occupy
common ground. Together they constitute
one purposeful movement. Each places a
different emphasis on the scope and focus
of development action. By combining our
efforts to build a development system, we
can map and clarify the multiple ways in
which our common vision of a more just
and sustainable economy can be realized.
The result can only be a more vibrant,
sustainable, and dynamic society.

1
Lisbeth Schorr,

(New

York: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1997). For the

results of Canadian research into the characteristics

of the most effective CEDOs in Canada, and the

policy environment that can foster such characteris-

tics see chapters 12 and 13 of

(Port Alberni, B.C.: Centre for

Community Enterprise, 1994) by Mike Lewis and

Stewart E. Perry, and“The Ecology of Success: The

Problem of Scaling Up What Works in CED,” by

Mike Lewis, in , 10:1 (Spring 1999),

12-16. Both are available on-line in portable

document format (PDF) from the CED

Digital Bookshop www.cedworks.com.

Common Purpose: Strengthening

Families and Neighborhoods to Rebuild America

Reinventing the Local

Economy: What 10 Canadian Initiatives Can Teach Us

About Building Creative, Inclusive, and Sustainable

Communities

Making Waves
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GO
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The CED Digital Bookshop

making waves

www.cedworks.com

CED Digital Bookshop!

is an on-line storehouse of nearly 500 of the

best articles, papers, and books currently available in portable document

format (PDF) on every aspect of community economic development –

including 100s of articles published in .

Go to the Bookshop at , website of the Centre for

Community Enterprise. Search by keyword, author, title, or year of

publication. Most items are priced under $10; tons are free. Payments by

credit card, cheque, or purchase order are all completed by phone on our

dime, for your security. All you need is Adobe Acrobat Reader to view and

print your selections.

It’s quick, easy, and cost-effective. Check out the

®

However, the attempt to be inclusive can also obscure important distinctions. The neat

conceptual clarification used in Québec is one we should take up in the rest of Canada. As

depicted in the diagram above, the focus of the social economy is on a particular genre of

enterprise, while the focus of CED is on a specific territory. By working in collaboration, they

address and interconnect social and economic tasks key to the well-being of geographical

communities and communities of interest. CED and social economy are not mutually

exclusive; they are complementary approaches to strengthening communities.

Environmental Stewardship

Strengthening Citizen Engagement

& Social Interconnectedness

CED

Territorial Emphasis

SOCIAL ECONOMY

Enterprise Focus

Community Development
KEY

ECONOMIC
TASKS

KEY
ECONOMIC

TASKS

KEY
SOCIAL
TASKS

KEY
SOCIAL
TASKS
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The global economy is shifting, and Canada’s
economy is shifting with it. That’s not news.
Wherever we look, we find governments and
industry eager to embrace the knowledge economy
and to increase their competitiveness in high
technology sectors.

What does this do for workers who were already
having a hard time finding employment in the Old
Economy, especially those who did not finish high
school and now lack the educational qualifications
that many high tech jobs require?

That was the question asked by the Manitoba Research Alliance

on CED in the New Economy (MRA), a coalition of academics

from three Manitoba universities, practitioners from 21 CED

organizations, and federal and provincial government representa-

tives. In 2004 the Manitoba government announced its“Innovation

Framework,” essentially its industrial development strategy. The

Province wanted to devote its resources primarily to support six

industrial sectors, mostly high tech. Knowing that the Province is

committed to a social inclusion agenda, the MRA decided to

research ways to enhance social inclusion within an economic

development agenda that is shifting toward a high tech emphasis.

We started by researching how this is being achieved elsewhere.

We focussed on two industrial sectors – information technology

and advanced manufacturing. Our research included an extensive

review of the literature on employment development, and a review

of about two dozen programs that create bridges into high tech

jobs for people with employment barriers. The programs we looked

at were located in the United States, Ireland, Europe, and Australia.

(Two are profiled on page 14.)

After identifying a body of “best practice” for getting employ-

ment barriered people into high tech jobs, we interviewed about

three dozen Manitoba employers from the two industrial sectors to

test the potential for replication of those programs and practices

here. We asked employers what they are already doing to create

employment bridges, what possibilities they see for replicating

other (global) programs locally, and what would make it attractive

for them to participate in those replications. We then developed

some recommendations.

What did we do?

What did we find?

The most encouraging thing we found is that there are many

programs around the world that are successfully creating the

bridge between high school leavers and high tech jobs. And it is

possible to discern a set of “best practice” principles for how that

is done (see diagram, next page). Five of them bear a little more

elaboration.

First, it is important to set your sights on before you

even begin to plan your employment development program. If an

employment development program defines“success” as helping a

person with a long unemployment record to simply get a job, the

long-term results are likely to be marginal. But if the focus from

the outset is to provide the kinds of support that move people

into skilled positions that provide a living wage, benefits, and

opportunities for advancement, there is a better chance of

success.

good jobs

From toHigh School Leaver High Tech Worker
Preparing a disadvantaged workforce for the New Economy By Gary Loewen & Jim Silver

What can the shift to a new, knowledge-based &
global economy do for workers who are already
having a hard time finding employment in
the Old Economy?

Second, the best results are likely to be achieved if employers

are engaged at every stage of the process. The programs that work

best are more“demand driven” than“supply driven.” This means

more than simply being connected to employers. It means

starting by having employers identify the positions for which they

need workers, and the skills and attributes that are required to fill

those positions. It includes having employers help to design the

employment programs, possibly release some of their supervisors

to assist in some of the training, offer work experiences and

internships to trainees, and commit to hiring job seekers who

eventually graduate.

Third, it is helpful if programs are comprehensive in the

supports they provide. Many programs across the country

provide only a portion of the supports that a job seeker needs to

become competitive for employment. Programs typically offer



Employment Interventions

Comprehensive, Networked, &

Interventionist Approaches

Traditional Community

Development Approach

Stand-Alone Programs

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Sectoral Approaches: Target a high potential

industry and intervene in its practices to

benefit disadvantaged job-seekers.

Customized Training: Short-term, intensive

training for specific jobs in a given industry,

designed in collaboration with employers.

Bridge Programs: Training for

disadvantaged adults to enter advanced

technology trades.

Apprenticeship Programs

Delivering a comprehensive array of

needed resources to disadvantaged

people.

Technical (Hard Skills) Training

programs: Technical skill training

at a college or vocational school.

Basic Education Programs: Teaching

math, writing, and reading.

Soft Skills Training (Job Readiness):

Teaching job-seekers to adapt to the

norms of the workplace looking at

punctuality, proper dress, appropriate

language, etc.

Support services: Offered by service

agencies, job-seekers receive

supports to help them overcome

their barriers to employment (e.g.,

childcare; drug, alcohol, or abuse

counselling; financial assistance for

housing, transportation, health care,

phone, etc.).

Job Search Activities: Resumé-

writing, interview skills, access to

employment kiosks, help with job

search, work experience

placements.

Post-Employment Counselling or

Mentoring

Motivation and Advocacy programs:

Campaigns/career fairs to introduce

job-seekers to opportunities and

motivate them to find work.

Job Placement Activities: Job

developers match job-seekers

with employment.

Best Practices

Focus on High Quality Jobs

Engage the Employer

Build Networks & Create Partnerships

Enlist stakeholders with clout

Offer training with

supports

Create training environments that

simulate the real work place

Provide Post-Employment Support

Promote “cultural competence” for

both employers & job-seekers

Alter the structure of the labour

market

Jobs alone will not help disadvantaged

people out of poverty. They must offer

benefits, opportunities for advancement,

and good pay.

Involve employers from beginning to end

in designing the initiative. They can

identify jobs, identify desired skills, help

design training curricula, offer jobs to

participants.

No group can do workforce development

alone. Neighbourhood community-based

organizations, community colleges and

vocational institutions, government,

unions, and especially employers need to

collaborate to get people into jobs. A

works to bring

these diverse stakeholders together.

The best initiatives combine not only

technical (hard skill) training and basic

education, but also soft skills (“job

readiness”) training and job search/

placement assistance. Furthermore, they

provide a range of support services

(childcare, transportation and financial

assistance, drug/substance abuse

counselling, etc.) to help clients overcome

their barriers to employment.

Successful initiatives provide supports,

mentoring, and/or follow-up counselling

after a client is working to increase job

retention.

Promote changes in the local employment

system that will benefit disadvantaged

job-seekers.

labour market intermediary

comprehensive
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Many programs around the world are successfully creating the bridge
between high school leavers & high tech jobs. It is possible to discern five

“best practice” principles for how that is done.
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some job readiness training, or job placement assistance, or job skill training, but

seldom all of these. Each of these supports by themselves is helpful, and usually results

in some success. But the success is greater when programs offer all of these supports,

along with basic education upgrading, financial assistance, and post-employment

counselling or mentoring.

Fourth, it is important that programs be networked. One particularly helpful

institution in that regard is something called a“workforce intermediary.” The most

successful programs we looked at are made up of networks comprised of employers,

community-based employment development organizations, unions, governments, and

educational institutions, all co-ordinated by an intermediary.

Typically the intermediary is led by a champion who is well regarded within the

employer community. The role of the intermediary is to provide a place for employers

to identify their needs, and for each of the other representatives to agree about the part

they will play in meeting those needs. The networks that work best are highly

formalized. Members around the table make formal commitments as to the role they

will play, and are held accountable for the standard to which they play that role.

Fifth, the results will be strongest if the employment development program is

“interventionist,” that is, if it actually changes the local employment system to benefit

disadvantaged workers. The establishment of a workforce intermediary is in itself an

“intervention.” It changes the process by which companies in a particular sector recruit

their workforce. Another common type of intervention is to change employment
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Best Practice I: Centre for
Employment Training

Best Practice II: Jane
Adams Resource
Corporation

Many of the people with whom the Centre

for Employment Training in San Jose,

California works are Hispanic farmworkers

or dependents of farm workers. Over half of

CET’s students are school leavers. Over half

cannot speak English or have limited English

skills.

CET provides a wide range of supports,

including vocational guidance, job

preparation, educational upgrading,

financial assistance, specific job skill

training, and job placement services. They

are known, among other things, for

developing training that simulates real

workplaces – they call it the “contextual

learning model” – and they try to duplicate

the “rhythms of industry” in their training.

They are also known for working very

closely with employers. They train people

for entry-level high tech positions like

computer support specialist, computer

systems hardware specialist, computer

operator, electronic assembler, and printer.

They experience placement rates as high as

75% of all graduates. In 2003, the average

income of those who completed CET training

tripled after graduation.

The Jane Adams Resource Corporation in

Chicago works primarily with participants

who are living at or below the poverty line

of US$8,900 per year. It sets the participa-

tion bar low. Participants are required to

have a minimum of Grade 6 math, to be

drug free for the past six months, not to

have been incarcerated in the last six

months, and to have no history of violent or

sexual crimes.

They are provided with educational

upgrading through one-on-one tutoring,

basic computer skills, financial management

training, conflict resolution training, specific

job skill training, and job placement and

internship possibilities. Graduates of their

Careers in Metalworking program get jobs

as Computer Numerically Controlled

Machine Operators, Welders, Punch Press

Die Setter Trainees, Quality Control

inspectors, and the like.

qualifications. Many employers have indicated that when they name educational

qualifications as threshold levels for employment, those minimum educational levels

don’t really relate to what is required to do the work. Employers name educational

qualifications as proxy indicators for the kind of person they are looking for. When

this becomes a needless barrier for disadvantaged workers, it can be helpful to focus

instead on required competencies (e.g., ability to read at a certain grade level).

Changing the actual structure of the job can also be an effective intervention.

“Best practice” language is always a little tricky. It assumes that one can generalize

across all contexts, and that what works best in one context will necessarily work best

in every context. We all know that isn’t necessarily true. We also know that many

employment development programs across the country get really good results without

embodying all of the best practice features that we have articulated above. So it is

important not to overstate the importance of the principles that emerged in our

research. But it is also true that the principles we have stated here are commonly found

in programs that assist high school leavers to make the jump to good high tech jobs.

Employers in New Economy industries are already experiencing
skills shortages & are prepared to participate in programs directed
at disadvantaged workers. Models of best practice are available.
They have been tested in many jurisdictions & have a proven
track record. With thought & care, we can replicate that success.
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For all you do...

help is here
In our of helping the social

economy build capacity, find efficiencies,

and improve productivity, we’re still just a

click away when you need solutions for all

the everyday challenges in your organization.

With 3000 pages of ready-to-go, easy-to-use

services, ideas, resources and information,

CharityVillage.com is your online personal

assistant for the tasks on your “to-do” list.

10th year

www.charityvillage.com

CharityVillage.com®

Canada’s supersite for the nonprofit sector

What did employers say?

Conclusion

We were amazed at how open employers were. Employers in the

advanced manufacturing sector told us they are desperate for

skilled workers. Of manufacturers recently surveyed by the

Canadian Manufacturer’s Association, 94% indicate a concern

about having enough skilled workers to remain competitive. While

employers in the IT sector are not experiencing skills shortages

currently (at least, not within the positions that disadvantaged

workers can be readily trained for), they were projecting shortages

in the next five years as their workforce ages. Many of the employ-

ers we interviewed, whether or not they were experiencing skills

shortages, concurred with the need to create bridges for disadvan-

taged workers, and indicated a willingness to play a role in that.

A range of factors increases the likelihood that employers will

participate in programs to build such bridges. A program is more

likely to be attractive to employers if it is led by a champion whom

they respect. It will address some of their human resource issues

and bring some additional training and HR development

resources to the table. It will create some positive profile for

employers in the community, but will allow their commitments to

be tentative until results are proven (i.e., internships/co-operative

work experiences). Finally, the programs most appealing to

employers don’t take huge amounts of their planning time.

The New Economy is not exactly a good news story for disadvan-

taged workers. They face multiple barriers that are difficult to

overcome. But it doesn’t all have to be a bad news story.

Employers in New Economy industries are already experienc-

ing skills shortages and are prepared to participate in programs

directed at disadvantaged workers. Models of best practice are

available. They have been tested in many jurisdictions and have a

proven track record of success.

With thought and care, we can replicate that success.

Community-based practitioners are needed who link their

practical knowledge of disadvantaged workers with strategies that

are comprehensive, networked, and interventionist. Governments

must be prepared to provide funding. Champions must be ready to

pull together the major players – employers, unions, community-

based organizations, governments, and educational institutions –

by means of a workforce intermediary. When we apply models of

best practice in combination with these additional factors, there is

hope for high school leavers who aspire to good jobs in the

New Economy.

GARRY LOEWEN is the Project Manager for the Manitoba Research Alliance

on CED in the New Economy, and a member of the Canadian CED

Network. Reach him at garry.loewen@shaw.ca. JIM SILVER is a Professor

of Politics at the University of Winnipeg, and a member of the Board of the

Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives.
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�Windows NT� is just one of the 32
programs that LEF currently manages.
Serving 7000 people a year on a budget
of $16 million, it is the largest nonprofit
training agency in Metro Toronto. Like
Aida Eshetu, the majority of the adults
among them are social assistance or em-
ployment insurance recipients. And of
them, eight out of ten generally find jobs
once they graduate from LEF�s computer
courses, self-employment training, con-
struction, or childcare programs. It is a
singular example of how much a commu-
nity service organization can achieve when
it chooses to pursue a creative, activist
agenda of human resource development.

DIVERSIFICATION

The City of York was a municipality in what
was formerly known as Metropolitan Toronto.
The 1970s hit York hard. Manufacturers
started moving out. Unemployment rose. Of
the entire Metro region, York had the lowest
incomes, highest illiteracy rate, highest infant
mortality rate, and many other indicators of
poverty. The area was (and remains) a recep-
tion area for consecutive waves of immigra-
tion from all corners of the globe.

The most pressing issue was unemploy-
ment, especially youth unemployment. That
much was apparent to LEF, which had been
launched in 1978 with the assistance of the

THE OF
INTEGRATED SERVICES

POWER
The Learning Enrichment Foundation

by Eunice Grayson

part from some basic word-processing, Aida Eshetu knew nothing about computers three years
ago. A traumatized refugee from Ethiopia�s civil war, she had finally come to rest in York,
 Ontario in 1996. To find work she enrolled in a training program entitled �Windows NT and

Hardware� offered by a local charity, the Learning Enrichment Foundation (LEF).
Swamped at first, within a fortnight she could strip down and reassemble a PC into working

order. The 4-month course equipped her to pass the Microsoft Certified Professional examina-
tions. But she was ready for more. With LEF assistance, she went on to complete three corre-
spondence courses and become a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer.

Aida now works as an instructor in a private vocational school. Astonished at how far she has
come, she credits LEF staff not just for their technical skill, but for their generosity of spirit.
�Their love and care boosted my energy,� she recalls, �For the first time I recognized my empti-
ness and how hungry I was.�

York Board of Education. To date, LEF�s ex-
perience had been limited to providing
school children with multicultural theatre and
other types of cultural enrichment. Unde-
terred, LEF launched a construction and
renovations training program for the chil-
dren�s teenaged siblings.

Another nagging problem was quality
childcare. Child-raising responsibilities
kept many students and other commu-
nity residents from acting on training or
job opportunities. In 1981, LEF launched
the first of a network of affordable, high-
quality childcare centres in what was to
be the organization�s toehold in the realm
of community revitalization.

A
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LEF�s functions quickly diversified in
the mid-�80s. With financial assistance
from Employment & Immigration
Canada, LEF initiated a youth employ-
ment counselling centre in 1985. Then
came employer outreach, self-employ-
ment training, and English as a second

language. The list grew longer and longer.
In 1986, the Ontario Ministry of Industry
& Trade supplied start-up funds for a
business incubator, the York Business Op-
portunities Centre. A commercial kitchen
and training program was installed in yet
another building. (See photo p.13).

This diversification was matched by a sec-
ond, equally significant process of service
integration, both structural and physical. In
1991, LEF leased a vacant, 73,200 square
foot industrial warehouse. Into this vast, ram-
shackle facility the business incubator and
LEF�s other initiatives began to concentrate.

Low and behold, joint occupancy and
close proximity created a dynamic synergy
which exponentially increased the success
and productivity of all programs - and at-
tracted more.

The construction students assisted with
the renovations to the building. English lan-
guage training was available to the young
people, who were of course clients of the
youth counselling centre. The kitchen pro-
vided high-quality, low-cost meals to these
trainees as well as the self-employment can-
didates and daycare children, while func-
tioning as a catering training facility.

But what is childcare without trained su-
pervision? So LEF also began to train early
childhood assistants in a course combining
practical experience with studies in the ar-
eas of child development, curriculum plan-
ning, and safety and nutrition.

LABOUR MARKET INTEGRATION

By the early 1990s, LEF had set new stand-
ards in the supply side of the labour-em-

ployment equation. In 1994, LEF took on
the demand side, and since then has grown
into one of Canada�s pre-eminent practi-
tioners of labour market integration.

The trigger was an unmistakable disloca-
tion between labour supply and demand.
While recording alarming levels of unem-

ployment among LEF constituents, staff
members were receiving an increasing
number of employer requests for trained
workers. LEF therefore launched the Action
Centre for Employment (ACE) as an ex-
periment in �customized training� - a sys-
tematic, information-rich process of marry-
ing specific jobs (current and prospective)
with individual job-seekers.

Customized training places heavy empha-

sis on sustained, comprehensive research
into the local labour market. At ACE, �job
developers� closely track both the require-
ments of local employers and the abilities of
unemployed clients. (Much of the spade-
work is handled by a 40-telephone call cen-
tre, staffed by volunteers, who make thou-
sands of calls monthly to local employers.)
When jobs are uncovered, job developers
follow up to discuss with employers the job
descriptions and training requirements.

LEF�s skill training is configured accord-
ingly. In some cases, the employer agrees to
use LEF trainees as a hiring pool; LEF un-
dertakes to find and train people to suit
that job�s exact requirements. In other cases,
LEF trains unemployed people in a reper-
toire of skills known to be in high demand
and then �markets� the graduates to a
broader base of small- to medium-sized
employers. Hundreds of job leads are fol-
lowed each week. Of the 5000 clients tradi-
tionally served by LEF annually, half are in-
volved in customized training. Four out of

�joint occupancy & close proximity created a dynamic
synergy which exponentially increased the success &
productivity of all programs - & attracted more �
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five of those participants remain in their jobs
for a minimum 6-month period - the suc-
cess criterion.

The training itself follows four major
streams: computer applications, industrial
skills, childcare, and English language skills.
All the computer courses are Microsoft Au-
thorized; as of 1994, LEF became the first
nonprofit Microsoft Solution Provider in
Canada.

Industrial training focusses on the logis-
tics, warehousing and maintenance fields.
For example, a 7-week forklift training course
offers, in addition to theory, first aid,
WHMIS (Workplace Hazardous Materials
Information System) certification, compu-
ter training, and 28 hours of �road experi-
ence� in a section of the LEF warehouse.
(Holes in the walls testify to the challenge
of �hands-on� training.) The final two weeks
of the course are spent in job search.

LEF scored another major coup in the
fall of 1998. Ontario Works, the provincial
welfare-to-work program, relaxed funding
criteria which (in the view of Toronto mu-
nicipality) had recognized skill develop-
ment, volunteer internship, and job search
services as mutually exclusive initiatives. LEF
pounced on the opportunity to secure a
major contract for its integrated approach to
�workfare.� Staff drafted a proposal that
would annually have assessed, counselled,
trained, and helped 2000 social assistance
recipients to find a job. If fully 80% did not
keep that job for six months, LEF would
not get paid get its per capita payment of
$1200 for any unsuccessful clients.

Despite LEF�s record, that concept put
more eggs in one basket than Toronto�s
department of Social Services (the admin-
istrator of the provincial monies) was will-
ing to risk. Municipal officials instead ap-
proved a 6-month pilot project serving 500
referrals (at a per capita price tag of $2,928).

The people in question are particularly
hard to employ, out of work an average of 4.7
years (as many as 20 years in some cases)
and often with health problems to boot. Most
can be said to represent the �structurally un-
employed� who would likely remain unem-
ployed even in times of growth. In this, the
clients differ significantly from any other
group which LEF skill training programs have

STRATEGIC ALLIANCE

LEF and Lasso Communications first
met about a year ago, the result of a
chance referral by a mutual contact. A
blind date from hell, you might think,
the one being a specialist in labour
market integration for the
marginalized and the other a division
of a major international marketing
agency (Grey Canada). But the two
organizations share an interest in
community responsive models of
development. With Lasso�s assistance,
LEF has been able to develop,
implement, and market its learning
initiatives using interactive technology.

One result of this collaboration has
been the leveraging of LEF On-Line, an
internet service provider that offers
e-mail, shareware, web design, and
hosting to all comers, as well as
technical assistance - from LEF-trained
Microsoft Certified Systems Engi-
neers.

More significant, however, are
specific training instruments which
LEF and Lasso have re-deployed
together, especially the Life Learning
System, a software suite that helps
organizations to deliver, track, and
manage training with customized
�learning paths.�

Imagine someone in your neigh-
bourhood who wants to work in an
office, but doesn�t know the variety of

office jobs there are, nor the skills
each requires, nor even if any local
employer is looking to fill such a
position.

What if that person could visit a
website which permitted a systematic
examination of office work (and any
other job that will exist in the next 6-9
months)? Each job is described in
terms of its core skill, position skills,
and personal development qualifica-
tions. In addition, attached to each
specified skill is the program through
which the job-seeker can acquire the
skill - and an electronic link by means
of which this person can sign up for
the next course. Now imagine such a
system informed by a process of
labour market data gathering as
sustained and comprehensive as that of
LEF. Finally, consider the implications
of sharing such a learning infrastruc-
ture across training organizations and
small- and medium-sized businesses in
a community or region.

That is sort of all-encompassing
linkage of learning and job opportuni-
ties which the Life Learning System is
creating in York. (The community
model so impressed Lasso that it
donated a copy of the software to
LEF.) Brilliant in its simplicity and its
employee-client focus, the Life
Learning System is a remarkable
example of the synergy achieved by a
pair of unlikely strategic partners.

served. That being said, LEF has been able
to bring a wealth of expertise and infrastruc-
ture to bear on the dilemma. To date, 500
people have been served (virtually all who
expressed an interest in participating). Al-
though people are still in the program, 175
already have jobs, proving that the issue of
structural unemployment can be addressed
successfully through support strategies fully
attuned to the individuals� needs.* For the
first time, municipal social workers have had
a holistic or comprehensive program to which
they can confidently refer their most chal-
lenging clients.

THE FUNDING DILEMMA

A variety of agents refer people to LEF for
skill training. Because clients can seldom
afford to pay from their own limited re-
sources, funding is a constant issue. Block
purchases and grant structures are on the
way out; partnerships and fee-for-service ar-
rangements with government and the pri-
vate sector are on the way in. Federal funds
for employment insurance recipients and
provincial funds are not always available. Just
this year, a petition for additional Ontario
Works funding for LEF�s welfare-to-work
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initiative bogged down. The municipal-
ity refused to budge without the Province�s
full approval (pending a project evaluation
later this year), lest the City find itself foot-
ing the entire bill.

However, the real challenge is helping
those who do not have access to either gov-
ernment source: the under-employed, im-
migrants, and youth with no work history
and re-entry women.

�Community enterprise� presents one
partial solution here. When enrollment (and
funding) to its Metro Youth Job Corps was
frozen, LEF elected to give up funding in
return for freedom from government selec-
tion criteria. The Job Corps woodworking
shop re-opened in 1997 as LEF Wood Works,
funded through sales of furniture crafted by
street kids and other marginalized youth
people. Of 124 program participants since
1997, 108 have graduated, most to full-time
(51%) or part-time (11%) jobs located
through ACE. Another 25% returned to
school full time. Currently, Wood Works� pro-
ceeds amount to 30% of its operating costs,
LEF absorbs the remainder through charita-
ble donations.

Individual Development Accounts, which
multiply every dollar a poor person spends
on training, are another good concept. They
present a wonderful opportunity for financ-
ing the career advancement of people with
entry-level jobs, but will not assist the struc-
turally unemployed.

The real answer to the funding problem,
LEF believes, is a �Community Skill Devel-
opment Fund,� financially assisted by large
donor corporations or foundations and by
contributions from satisfied employers. The
idea would be for LEF to provide training
�up front,� for which clients will pay once
they are employed. A repayment agreement
would be concluded with each client, which
would take into consideration his/her even-
tual wages and living expenses.

LEF has experimented with this ap-
proach, but hasn�t the resources to sustain it
for very long or with many individuals. We
hope, however, this exercise will inform a
broader process of consultation with parties
interested in a larger initiative. These �learn-
ing circles� will engage representatives of
business and foundations in the design of a
skill development fund - essentially, many
of the organizations which would eventually

be asked to support it. An additional series
of consultations will involve representatives
from communities that may wish to emulate
the model.

MEMBERSHIP

Structurally, too, LEF has altered to meet
new requirements. In the mid-�90s, many
board members, staff, and supporters per-
ceived the need to develop a new govern-
ance structure. A dozen dedicated board
members and over 200 employees - but no
membership base - were no longer suffi-
cient to the tasks at hand.

The transition was turbulent. Could the
work and assets of a by now multimillion
dollar �enterprise� be entrusted to the un-
certainties of the democratic process? In
LEF�s early years, the stability and the con-
tinuity of limited membership made deci-
sion-making easier. The organization pros-
pered. By the mid-90s, however, the magni-
tude of operations made real or perceived
conflicts of interest in LEF�s decision-mak-
ing a dangerous possibility.

A consulting specialist in non-profit gov-
ernance was hired to assist in the transition.
Focus groups helped to clarify strengths and
weaknesses. It was not easy, but in the end
good will and determination won out. A
board policy book was written, policy de-
fined, the mission statement confirmed,
principles and values stated, and strategic
priorities articulated. The board was recast

to comprise 15 people (five of whom are
replaced annually) whose role it is to set
policy. The executive director manages the
organization, within pre-set limits.

The turbulence over, LEF has never looked
back. Since 1995, concerted recruitment has
increased membership to over 1000, made of
up clients, employers, daycare parents, inter-
ested community members, donors, and em-
ployees. One of the most advantageous as-
pects of such a broad membership base for an
organization like LEF is the empowerment
that membership symbolizes. Membership,
voting rights and the opportunity to govern
are attainable. Inclusion, not exclusion, is the
rule for a change. LEF is now often described
as a �caring family.�

At LEF, the changing circumstances
within the community and government, as
well as innovative ideas, entrepreneurial in-
clinations, and an empowering atmosphere
make even inevitable change exciting.c

EUNICE GRAYSON is the executive
director of the Learning Enrichment
Foundation. Contact her at (tel) 416-769-
0830, (fax) 416-769-9912, (e-mail)
egrayson@lefca.org. LEF�s website is
located at http://www.lefca.org
*An interim research document assessing
this Ontario Works program will be
available by October 1999. While the
evaluation process will not be complete
for a number of months, it would appear
that significant progress has been made in
addressing structural unemployment. For
further information, contact LEF.

�In 1994, LEF took on the demand side of the labour-
employment equation, and has since grown into one
of Canada�s pre-eminent practitioners of labour
market integration.�
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Growing brighter futures for people and 

communities 

SEED Winnipeg Inc. is a non-profit agency that works to combat poverty 

and assists in the renewal of Winnipeg's inner city. We do this by helping 

individuals and groups start small businesses and save money for future 

goals. We offer business management training and individual consulting, 

access to micro-enterprise loans, asset building programs, and more. 

OUR MISSION STATEMENT 

To combat poverty and increase the social and economic vitality of low-

income individuals, groups, organizations and economically distressed communities, primarily in 

the Winnipeg area. 

SEED fulfills its mission by delivering programs and services that help low-income individuals, 

groups and organizations to start businesses and save money for future goals.  SEED also 

conducts CED-related research, and consults with other CED organizations and community 

groups at the local, regional and national levels in an effort to expand the adoption of CED 

methods as the normative approach to economic development in Canada. 

SEED programs are designed to assist in the start-up or expansion of sole proprietorships, 

partnerships, social enterprises and worker co-operatives.  Business consulting and training, 

access to financing, and resource referrals are some of the 

services offered to business clients.  SEED also provides 

expanded opportunities for marginalized individuals and 

communities to acquire economic assets towards home 

ownership, education, and business start-up or expansion.  

These opportunities include expanded cash savings, financial 

management skills, and personal savings matched by other 

sources. 

Pictured here from left are SEED's Elaine Palson, Business Counsellor, Shirley 
Forsyth, Board Member, and Brad Franck, CWOP Manager, putting the finishing 
touches on the artwork seen at the top of this page and currently displayed in our 
reception area. 
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For more information about our programs and services, click on the links to the left, call us at 

(204) 927-9935, or click here to email us. 

Programs 

Our programs are based on the idea that every person has incredible potential: potential to 

learn, potential to share, and potential to create a better economic future for themselves and 

others. 
 

We offer the following programs, free of charge, 

for business development and individual asset 

building. 

•  Asset Building Programs  

•  Build a Business Programs  

•  Community Worker and Ownership 

Program  

  

Please click on the links above for details and 

information on how to apply to each program. 

Program development: 

SEED Winnipeg continues to conduct research into the economic needs of low-income persons in 

Winnipeg with new programs under development to help address those needs. 

Services 

In addition to helping low income individuals to start small businesses or save for long-term 

assets, SEED also provides a variety of technical 

assistance services to organizations engaged in 

community economic development work. 

 

We have in-house expertise in social research, program 

development, marketing, proposal writing and more. If 

your organization is new to CED, we can deliver 

seminars, “Train the Trainer” sessions and consulting to 

help you move forward, and to minimize many common 

challenges in applying CED principles. 

 

CED Technical Assistance Service (CEDTAS): 

Short term consulting and brokering services, in areas such as program development, training, 

partnership building, planning and research, to groups and organizations working with 

marginalized communities. Visit this link for more information. 
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The Winnipeg Social Purchasing Portal enables 

business and non-profit organizations to work 

together to create meaningful employment 

opportunities while also building stronger and 

healthier communities. Visit www.sppwinnipeg.org to find out more 

History 

SEED Winnipeg was formed in the late 1980s as a 

result of a major study into the economic development 

needs of Winnipeg’s inner city. After a number of years 

of searching for resources, SEED Winnipeg opened its 

doors in January 1993 with two staff on Ellice Avenue 

in the West End. 

 

SEED eventually grew into two offices with twenty 

staff, one on Logan Avenue in the Exchange District, 

and one on Selkirk Avenue in the North End. 

In April 2006, SEED rejoined its forces into our current 

offices at 80 Salter Street in the North End.  SEED is 

now the proud owner of this beautifully renovated 

building which will enable SEED to continue to grow 

and develop both its staff and its programs. 

Ellice Avenue  

Impact 

SEED has helped hundreds of people start their own businesses and save money for a better 

future.  To learn more about our most recently published results, please click here to view our 

2006/2007 Annual Report.  

What is CEDTAS? 

CEDTAS is an effective technical assistance matching service that connects volunteer 

professionals to a broad array of Community Economic Development (CED) projects. Clients 

range from emerging community based groups with good ideas to well established organizations.  
What are the advantages to using CEDTAS?  

CEDTAS can make the entire process of matching volunteer professionals (Providers) with 

community-based CED projects smoother, faster and more effective for everyone. 

   

How does it work?  

Community groups and CED organizations with specific projects apply to become Clients, and 

supply information about themselves and their projects.  
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Volunteer professionals apply to become Providers, and offer some information about themselves 

and the types of work they do.  

   

CEDTAS arranges a matching process between Clients and Providers. When a mutual match is 

found, the Client and Provider meet and, if agreeable, an agreement is drawn up specifying what 

services the volunteer professional will donate to the particular project. CEDTAS then provides 

ongoing support during the technical assistance delivery.    

   

Getting involved  

CEDTAS is always interested in what you are doing and what you 

may have to offer.  

   

To contact us:  

CEDTAS  

80 Salter Street 

Winnipeg, Manitoba    R2W 4J6 

Phone: (204) 927-9921  

Fax: (204) 927-9930  

or email Kerniel Aasland at cedtas@seedwinnipeg.ca. 

  

More Information  

Provider Overview 

Provider Profile & Application Information 

Client Overview 

Client Profile & Application Information 

Definitions 

What is Community Economic Development (CED)? 

Privacy & Information 

Expectations 

Conflict Resolution 

  Funders 

SEED Winnipeg is a registered non-profit organization, and as 

such depends on the generous support of a variety of public- 

and private-sector funding partners. We are deeply grateful for 

the generous support of the following government departments, 

private sector organizations, and individuals: 

 

Province of Manitoba, Intergovernmental Affairs 

Neighbourhoods Alive! 

Service Canada 

United Way of Winnipeg 

The Winnipeg Foundation 

Thomas Sill Foundation 

Investors Group 

Canadian Women's Foundation 

L.I.T.E. Local Investment Towards Employment 

Manitoba Advanced Education and Training 
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Winnipeg Partnership Agreement 

Anonymous Donors 

News 

SEED Winnipeg is a dynamic organization. Check back here often for news about our latest 

projects and initiatives. 
  

By the workers, for the workers - April 26, 2007 

Program to help Metis entrepreneurs - Grassroots News - February 6, 2007  

Survey highlights differences in inner-city, suburban life - CBC.ca - June 15, 2006 

Survey finds it safer to live in Winnipeg's suburbs - Winnipeg Free Press - June 19, 2006 

Media Release for the Winnipeg Quality of Life Report - June 9, 2006 

Pictures from our Open House May 2006 

From SEED to Tree - the Metro - May 18, 2006 

SEED Puts Down Deep Roots - Winnipeg Free Press - May 13, 2006  

Agency sows seeds for business growth - Winnipeg Free Press - March 6, 2006 

Community Garden Preserves - West Central Streets - Nov/Dec 2005 

Neighbourhoods Alive! Supports Aboriginal-focused Projects - May 9, 2005 

 Research and Development 

SEED develops pilot programs and continues its research related to improving or expanding 

presently offered services and/or related to issues affecting community economic development 

for marginalized populations and neighborhoods.  

•  The Winnipeg Quality of Life Report, the result of a Winnipeg Inner-City Research 

Alliance (WIRA) project, which Seed coordinated, launched its final report in June 2006.  

Media Release 
Introduction and Appendices 
Final Complete Report 

•  "Young Women Work" is a report towards which SEED contributed research, in 

partnership with three other organizations.  

 

View Report 

 

 http://www.seedwinnipeg.ca/ 
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A victim of the arson epidemic in the mid-’90s
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he inner city of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

comprises five neighbourhoods: Pleasant

Hill, Westmount, King George, Riversdale,

and Caswell. They encompass most of the city’s

original development, and contain many beautiful

older homes and well-treed, mature green spaces.

Unfortunately, they also encompass the highest

levels of unemployment, crime, and social assistance

in the city and the province.

The movement of businesses to peripheral

industrial parks and suburban centres; the influx of

rural folk to the city; the displacement of low- and

unskilled labour by machines - all have resulted in a

great discrepancy between work opportunities and

potential workers in the core area.

Traditionally, lower income urban

neighbourhoods like these are seen as

“environments of service.” Most of the

residents are seen as more or less “deserving

clients.” But despite real social problems in

these neighbourhoods, there are also

substantial assets. In Saskatoon’s inner

city, residents have recognized the need

to address community concerns and to

establish an organization which could

utilize local assets, leverage others,

and begin to realize some solutions.



FOUNDING AN ORGANIZATION

Residents of the core neighbourhoods

don’t have to be told that quality of their

housing is fundamental to quality of life.

They already know.

In the Riversdale area 65%of the hous-

ing stock is owned by absentee landlords.

Many rental homes need to be brought up

to safety and health code. Overcrowding

is of serious concern. The movement of

residentswithin the core neighbourhoods

in search of suitable accommodation is

also disruptive. The yearly mobility rate

in the area is 31% (and tops 35% in Pleas-

ant Hill), while the average for Saskatoon

as a whole is 22%.

This has created a situation where the

social and physical fabric and stability of

the core neighbourhoods are deteriorat-

ing rapidly.

In February 1995 a weekend commu-

nity workshop was held to talk about pov-

erty and regeneration of the community.

Nearly 150 residents and representatives

of government and nonprofit organiza-

tions came - and stayed. On the final day

of the event, the participants clearly ex-

pressed their desire to create a commu-

nity economic development organization.

That was the beginning of Quint Devel-

opment Corporation.

MISSION & OBJECTIVES

Quint exists to create employment and

opportunities that strengthen the eco-

nomic and social well-being of Saska-

toon’s inner city:

� To create job opportunities through

investing in new business and to sup-

port viable existing businesses.

� To facilitate and provide loans to

small business from funds derived

from federal or provincial govern-

ment loan programs.

� To build community participation and

to facilitate socio-economic and cul-

tural understanding.

� To improve the quality and availability

of housing for community residents.

� To provide training opportunities

which will lead to sustainable em-

ployment.

� To develop an effective board with the

capacity to make informed decisions

in all aspects of Quint’s operations and

development.

� To become a self-sustaining commu-

nity development corporation.

STRUCTURE

This is an extensive development agenda.

To accomplish it, the corporation has

been structured to foster local capacity by

recruiting outside expertise while main-

taining control over the final decisions by

representatives of the core neighbour-

hoods.

The board of directors represents a

range of community members, all of

whom have been involved in community

development initiatives in Saskatoon for

many years. Of the total board, 75% of

members must reside in the core neigh-

bourhoods. Of these residents, five are

appointed directly by the Community

and School Associations of the five neigh-

bourhoods. There is also strong repre-

sentation from the aboriginal and

low-income residents of these neighbour-

hoods.

The board also receives advisory sup-

port from the “Friends of Quint” - outside

agencies who attend meetings. They are

Saskatchewan New Careers Corporation (a

Saskatchewan Crown Corporation created

to help social aid recipients to re-enter the

workforce),SaskatoonDistrictHealth,Sas-

katchewan Social Services, and Saskatche-

wan Economic Development.

Committees are also struck to handle

specific initiatives, andmay include other

residents of Saskatoon with the experi-

ence and the desire to assist Quint. Bring-

ing together people who were willing to

work towards a common goal has been

found not only to create a more cohesive

front, but to inject into “project develop-

ment” far greater life and commitment.

THE AFFORDABLE
HOUSING INITIATIVE

Timing

From the beginning, it has been the inten-

tionofQuint toundertakeacomprehensive

strategy in the core neighbourhoods: to

improve the quality and availability of

housing for community residents, and in

so doing, to incorporate Quint’s other ob-

jectives.

In the early winter of 1996, Quint or-

ganized a gathering of Saskatchewan So-

cial Services, the City of Saskatoon, and

several community-based groups to dis-

cuss programs to provide secure, afford-

able housing for low-income households.

Various circumstances made it an oppor-

tune time to pursue an affordable housing

initiative:

� Low real estate values and interest

rates reduced the level of assistance

required to bring good housing within

reach of low-income households.

� Activity under previous social housing

programs had ended, reducing the ac-

cess of low-income households to im-

proved housing.

� Workshops sponsored by Saskatche-

wan Municipal Government Housing

As a single organization, Quint

would simply have been the latest

approach to issues of poverty.

But by amassing allies, Quint

positioned itself to set the agenda.
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Division (SMGHD) and Saskatche-

wan Social Services were being held

with representation from the mu-

nicipality, community development

groups, community housing advo-

cates, and financial institutions.

These workshops identified housing

issues and solutions, and impediments

to the creation of affordable housing

programs.

� Community pressure at various dis-

cussions and workshops had con-

firmed the need for a home ownership

program for low-income families.

Design

Quint proposed to the City of Saskatoon

and the SMGHD a concept that would

provide home ownership at carrying costs

that are lower than rental market value.

Priority was given to young families with

children, and particularly to tenants with

a proven rental track record who wished

to move to an ownership position.

The proposed concept was accepted

and implemented in partnership with

SMGHD, the City of Saskatoon, and the

inner-city communities themselves.

This is how it was to work. Ten homes

were to be purchased for ten low-income

families. The houses purchased would be

located within the core neighbourhoods.

The program was directed at families

with children, where the family earned

less than $25,000 per annum in gross

household income at the time of applica-

tion. Target price for houses to be pur-

chased was $45,000 maximum, including

any required repairs.

A separate structure, Quint Housing

Co-operative (QHC), was to hold the in-

dividual titles and mortgages pending the

member families’ assumption of full own-

ership. Each resident would have a “hous-

ing agreement” with Quint Housing

Co-operative for the first five years. At

that point the project would be refi-

nanced and the resident would have the

option to become sole owner.

Agreements authorized by the mem-

ber families would also allow Quint to

administer the co-operative for the dura-

tion of the housing program and enforce

program guidelines. This included the

facilitation or co-ordination of mentor-

ship programs, inspection services, and all

other matters required to ensure long-

term success.

The co-operative is a mechanism to

assist in the transition of renters to home-

owners, and may or may not be a lasting

entity. It provides a framework for mutual

support, through building reserves for

maintenance, for example. But it also

serves as a network of skills and “sweat

equity,” and reassures lenders that prop-

erties will not fall into arrears or be ne-

glected. During the first five years, the

co-operative has the power to replace

residents in cases of default or lack of

maintenance. The presence of co-opera-

tive systems help to prevent the develop-

ment of such problems.

It can, for example, organize mainte-

nance intervention or cover for a few

months if a household is temporarily un-

able to afford mortgage payments.

Financing

To help establish equity, SMGHD pro-

vided 25% of the appraised value of each

house. These loans are interest free and

will be forgiven upon the member family

satisfying all conditions of the co-opera-

tive agreement with QHC. These loans

are secured by a promissory note and/or a

caveat registered against the property.

Upon transfer of title to themember family,

the Province will discharge the loan-related

encumbrances against the property.

The City of Saskatoon provided a 5%

capital grant. Quint secured the commit-

ment of both the Saskatoon and St.

Mary’s credit unions to providing the re-

maining 70% of the mortgage. QHC holds

mortgages on specific properties, not a

“blanket” mortgage; residents are re-

sponsible for paying financing costs on

their own units only.

Purchasing

Quint worked with a real estate company

and private owners to obtain ten homes.

Through promotion of the program,many

private homeowners contacted Quint

about selling properties.

Over 200 properties were reviewed for

purchase. A number of properties were

eliminated due to price or to the amount

of renovation required. Once properties

were short-listed, they were then

matched with family needs (size, school

proximity, bus routes). Once a listing of

appropriate homes were created for the

individual family needs, participants

viewed them for purchase. This allowed

participants to have a choice in their fu-

ture home.

An arrangement with the real estate

company secured a brokerage fee on their

commission on all the houses purchased.

This fee was contributed to establish a

maintenance fund for the co-operative.

New Careers Corporation, along with

SMGHD, provided building inspections

for the units under consideration. Sup-

portive local companies provided housing

appraisals and legal services at an exten-

sive discount.

Renovations

In partnership with New Careers Corpo-

ration and Kelsey/Saskatchewan Insti-

The co-operative is a mechanism to assist in

the transition of renters to homeowners ....

[it] serves as a network of skills & “sweat

equity,” & reassures lenders that properties

will not fall into arrears or be neglected.
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tute of Applied Science and Technology,

Quint developed an Adult Basic Educa-

tion Apprenticeship Training Program.

The work experience component of the

training program is the renovation of the

houses purchased by QHC. Building sup-

plies were provided at preferred rates by

The Saskatoon Co-operative Association

Limited. Repairs and renovation expendi-

tures have ranged from $200-$9,000, with

the average being $1,500-$2,000 per house.

Application Process

During the summer of 1997, the Quint

Housing Committee sponsored five com-

munity meetings, one in each of the core

neighbourhoods, to disseminate informa-

tion on the housing program.Applications

were only available to those that attended

one of the meetings (about 100 people in

all). Families on social assistance were

eligible to apply, providing that the shel-

ter component of social assistance was

sufficient to meet the required pay-

ments, given the provincial assistance

available.

Housing committee members and

staff developed selection criteria for the

program. Eligible applicants were to

� have a household income less than

$25,000.

� be ineligible for regular mortgage fi-

nancing.

� have a good landlord reference and rent

paymenthistory for the past three years.

� have stable income for the past two

years and/or good employment refer-

ences.

� complete a home budget (with the

assistance of the committee, if neces-

sary). The purpose of the budget was to

review the applicant’s current income

and actual expenditures, and to deter-

mine if the applicant is in the financial

position to become a homeowner.

� have a good credit rating for the past

three years, based on Credit Bureau

information.

� be 18 years or older and have no out-

standing judgments (writs).

Upon acceptance, applicants were

ranked according to another five criteria:

� their commitment to the neighbour-

hood

� their striving for self-reliance

� their contribution to the co-operative

� their homeownership skills

� their demonstrated need

Support

Purchasing a house andbecoming a home-

owner can be a scary move. Quint com-

mitted itself to provide on-going support

for the peoplemaking this transition.The

co-operative philosophy and structure

were seen as a way to supply more than

just “four walls.”

The Core Neighbourhood Home Im-

provementCo-operative and theMentor-

ship Program were launched to help

families identify and develop homeown-

ership skills. A grant from Homegrown

Solutions will help set up and purchase

tools for the co-op. It too will be open to

specific groups of people:

� Those already involved in Quint pro-

jects.

� Other low-income homeowners with

little experience or access to renova-

tion equipment.

� Tenants who, in partnership with their

landlords, would like to make im-

provements in their living conditions.

This last element is seen as a way to

enable other low-income tenants to move

into affordable homeownership pro-

grams.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Since its launch, Quint had developed a

strong conceptual foundation and com-

munity base. The organization has been

involved in several initiatives apart from

the housing project. Some of these have

supported the housing initiative, but all

of themdemanded time.Core funding for

the organization has yet to be confirmed,

but assurances have been given that itwill

be forthcoming.

All of these different elements are vi-

tal to a functioning CEDC; but organiz-

ing, co-ordinating, and undertaking

working projects that involve financing,

legal issues, etc., constitutes a pragmatic

but often scary shift in how an organiza-

tion functions and perceives itself. All

together these issues were positive in na-

ture but it still propagates a general feel-

FINDINGS

Quint’s experience to date offers a
number of insights to CED organiza-
tions. Here are the eight most
prominent.

FINDING #1: STRATEGIC
POSITIONING

For any fledging community-based or-
ganization like Quint to have impact, a
strategic approach to the issue was es-
sential.

For the past 30 years, the govern-
ments of Saskatchewan and Canada
have defined social housing programs
into which communities have attempted
to fit. Meeting housing needs by devel-
oping a program at the community level
did not fall into “traditional process,” to
say the least. As a newcomer, Quint also
had to convince financial groups to fi-
nance a project that is being promoted
by a community-based organization
without a track record or guaranteed
core funding.

As a single organization, Quint would
simply have been the latest approach to
issues of poverty. But by amassing allies,
Quint positioned itself to set the
agenda. The organization and formation
of a variety of groups within the prov-
ince to speak as one cohesive voice
helped to ensure that concerns were ad-
dressed within a community-based
context.

FINDING #2: COMPREHENSIVE
DESIGN

You have to bring to the table a project
that has all the elements of success.

Quint proposed a program structure
that was fair and equitable. This struc-
ture considered both administrative
aspects of the program and needs of the
participants. It defined the structure in
which properties were to be held, re-
flecting the best alternative for financing
and administration of the project.

It was paramount that the structure
ensure a level of input from project par-
ticipants from the beginning, with
progressively greater control as they de-
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veloped stronger equity positions in their
homes. This would also allow participants
to accept responsibility and help develop
pride and satisfaction in home ownership.

On the one hand, the program dealt
with government concerns that the pro-
gram move participants into a home
ownership position in a timely fashion. On
the other hand, flexible time lines allowed
for the differences in individual abilities to
become independent home owners.

FINDING #3: PARTNERSHIP IN
IMPLEMENTATION

Part of the process of developing the hous-
ing program was to foster an array of
partnerships to support its implementation.
They enabled the project to be more cost
effective, bringing outside expertise to bear
on project co-ordination, management and
mentorship, purchases, construction and
renovation, and financing.

One partnership that was at first pe-
rused was with Canadian Mortgage and
Housing Corporation (CMHC). CMHC had
eliminated support to social housing pro-
jects. Quint felt this was an opportunity for
them to become involved in a innovative
project that could carry its own mainte-
nance and capital costs after an initial
infusion of equity from municipal and pro-
vincial governments.

As it turned out, Quint Affordable Hous-
ing Program was developed without
support from CMHC. Given the rather in-
flexible and unwieldy federal process,
CMHC could not respond in time to take
part. Apart from provincial and municipal
government equity infusion, no guarantees
have been provided to secure the mort-
gages.

FINDING #4: ADJUSTING THE
POLICY CONTEXT

In order to make it possible for this pro-
gram to meet community needs, social
assistance policy changes were required.
The Saskatchewan Social Services Shelter
Allowance Policy was defined in a manner
that could have jeopardized the participa-
tion of social assistance recipients over the
length of the project. Quint had to put for-
ward a strong case that there would be

substantial cost savings in the long run if So-
cial Services supported an alternative to the
existing policy. The provincial government
showed itself a true partner by making an
exception to the policy for community-
based affordable housing projects.

The choice of a co-operative structure
presented additional legal challenges. Philo-
sophically, a co-operative was the most
effective way to provide support for the
participants while giving them some control
over their own futures.

Unfortunately, there were several road
blocks on the way to incorporation. Tradi-
tional housing co-operatives hold a blanket
mortgage for all units and collectively every-
one pays on this mortgage. Quint wanted
to structure the co-operative more as a
holding company in which properties had in-
dividual mortgages. Participants paid down
their home in order that the co-operative
could transfer title to that participant. Prior
to Quint’s program, no model existed of a
housing co-operative that transfers title or
relinquishes equity to the individual.

Traditionally, housing co-operatives have
been formed by the actual participants of a
program. In this case Quint board mem-
bers and advisors formed the founding
board of the QHC, not the actual partici-
pants. Quint felt that this was necessary to
ensure initial control with participants be-
coming involved over a period of time. This
built in a mentorship process that was
strongly rooted in a process of community
development.

In brief, the QHC did not meet the re-
quirements of a traditional legal
co-operative. With the assistance of
Saskatoon Housing Authority and
SMGHD, the Saskatchewan Department
of Justice agreed to register the program
as a co-operative. This emphasizes the
necessity to revisit housing policy and leg-
islation at all levels to reflect the current
social housing needs.

FINDING #5: INDIVIDUALS

The selection process was difficult for
Quint staff and committee members. Many
candidates attached stories about them-
selves and their families to the applications.
With only ten houses available, many wor-
thy candidates were not accepted. While
working with the participants to view
homes, it became obvious that one family
did not give credence to the co-operative
beliefs that would foster the success of the
project. Staff and the Housing Committee
had to review the circumstances and infor-
mation that led to this conclusion, in order
to make a decision about expelling the fam-
ily from the QHC.

FINDING #6: THE MARKET

The project was restricted by financial con-
straints on individual homes and also the
availability and ability of the New Careers
Corporation renovation crew. Real estate
prices increased 18% between the begin-
ning of the project in April 1997 until QHC
started to purchase homes that August.
This issue was quickly dealt with by a vigor-
ous review process that Quint undertook
before purchasing commenced. Quint man-
aged to find appropriate units within the
proper program cap and the budget con-
straints of the participants.

Quint board members &

advisors formed the found-

ing board of the QHC, not

the actual participants....

This built in a mentorship

process that was strongly

rooted in a process of

community development.
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FINDING #7: PROJECT EVALUATION

Quint is undertaking an extensive evalu-
ation of the process and project
parameters with recommendations on
changes that will help facilitate more afford-
able housing in the core neighbourhoods.
All partners and participants will be in-
volved in the evaluation to encapsulate the
issues that are important to community,
government, and business.

This is one of the essential ingredients
to the on-going success of housing rejuve-
nation projects. It validates the
partnerships that were built and ensures
that both negative and positive aspects of
the development are addressed by all in-
volved parties. This inclusive process
builds strong organizational credibility in
the community.

FINDING #8: ORGANIZATION
SUSTAINABILITY

Issues that reflect on organizational goals
and objectives always arise in the course of
the development of a project. They have to
be addressed.

In Quint’s case, two objectives are par-
ticularly evident: to improve the quality and
availability of housing for community resi-
dents, and to be self-sufficient CEDO. In
this project there was no consideration of
equity retention by the co-operative to con-
tinue the on-going development of housing

or to cover the cost of the management
and development agency. In order for a pro-
gram and the organization that administers
it to become more self-sustaining, the tax-
payers’ investment must be utilized as
prudently as possible.

There is great interest in expanding this
project so that other families realize the

benefits of home ownership. But resources
are limited. Therefore it is in the interest of
the community to examine alternatives that
enable greater participation of families in
the co-operative model.

The following principles are offered to
assist in evaluating these alternatives:
� Minimize the impact of equity leveraging

on participants, to ensure continued af-
fordability.

� Leverage any excess equity from both
contributions by funders and from the
appreciation in the value of the property.

� In leveraging this equity recognize the
contributions that the participants may
have made.

� Structure agreements with participants
to promote self-sufficiency and to
reduce dependency upon the co-
operative.
It is necessary to leverage all available fi-

nancial resources, with the intent of
increasing the positive impact to the com-
munity of each dollar contributed by
funders. Only when looking at the individ-
ual, community and organizational needs in
a holistic manner, will you be able to maxi-
mize the benefits to the community.�

All photos courtesy of Quint Development
Corporation and Bill Holden, Planning De-
partment, City of Saskatoon.

Former community economic development manager at Quint,
GARY WILSON has also served as general manager of Chief
Isaac Incorporated, a First Nation development corporation in
Dawson City, Yukon. (His article “Anatomy of a Joint Venture,” in
the Winter 1996 issue of Making Waves, explains the negotiation
and co-ordination of a socio-economic accord with a mining cor-
poration in Chief Isaac’s Traditional
Territory.)

Currently, Gary works for The Com-
munitas Group, a Washington
State-based not-for-profit holding com-
pany that has an active portfolio of
non-governmental organizations and
business entities with business interests
in both the U.S. and Canada. This in-
cludes the Washington State trade
organization for community develop-

ment professionals, Social Capital Investment (a venture capital
fund providing equity investments in community-based busi-
nesses), and Syndetica (a professional services group assisting
non-governmental and quasi-governmental organizations con-
cerned with issues of profit-making social venture development).

Gary is also an active community volunteer. He sat as a direc-
tor of the Yukon Literacy Board and was
involved in the development of the Yukon
Literacy Coalition. He was on the execu-
tive committee of the Yukon Conservation
Society and has sat on the board of direc-
tors of the Canadian Cycling Association.

Gary’s educational background is in
Environmental Studies (Simon Fraser
University) and Regional and Economic
Development (University of
Saskatchewan).

It is necessary to leverage

all available financial

resources, with the intent

of increasing the positive

impact to the community

of each dollar contributed

by funders.

Making Waves, Vol. 9, No. 2
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Globalization, free trade, budget defi-
cits—these issues have cornered re-

search and debate in Canada over the last
decade. Little time, energy, and treasure
has been made available to consider the
increase in human suffering and distress
in our towns and cities in the same period
of time. While the human face of urban
distress is nakedly apparent, its statisti-
cal face is not so widely known.

� In Canada as a whole, poverty is con-
centrating increasingly in urban areas.
Depending on the statistical source,
between 58.5% and 69.2% of the poor
live in cities of 100,000 or more.

� The poverty rate in cities rose from
13.5% in 1989 to 16% in 1991. In
Toronto the poverty rate in 1990 was
15.2%, and in Montreal, 22.2%—al-
most one in four.

� In 1990, 17% of the children of Cal-
gary and 26% of the children of Win-
nipeg lived below the poverty line.

� Statistics Canada estimated the
school drop-out rate in Canada to be
32.1%  in 1990-91. The Canadian
Council on Social Development
(1991) notes “the drop-out rate is
twice as high  among  youth from
low-income groups as it is among
youth from other income groups.”

These numbers represent an every-
day reality for millions of our neigh-
bours. How to address this challenge is
an issue which is only beginning to be
debated at the level of public policy.
However, at the grassroots level a wide
variety of CED efforts have been under-
taken with the intention of linking social
and economic development. They are
attempts to create alternatives to trends
which, if unchecked, will create a per-
manent and intractable class of Canadi-
ans trapped in poverty.

The Urban CED Research Project

What is the range of organizations
engaged in CED in urban Canada? What
strategies do they employ? What can
they teach us about the elements which
must be in place, if CED is to meet both
social and economic objectives? What
are the major policy and practice issues
that arise from the last decade of urban
CED initiatives?

These are the main questions our re-
search team set out to explore in a 15-
month project. Forty-four initiatives
were selected for review; of these, ten
were studied intensively.

Each community can and will,
if permitted, create its own
effective responses to local

problems and opportunities.
Unlocking this potential requires
openness and innovation—from
our neighbourhoods, and from

our governments.

Even though we deliberately sought
to gain access to as wide a range of
projects as possible, we did not antici-
pate their sheer diversity and inventive-
ness. Disadvantaged communities, their
leadership, and the working staff on lo-
cal projects have produced an incredibly
rich array of human efforts to bring mar-
ginalized people and their communities
into the mainstream. The innovative ap-
proaches and the determined pursuit of
practical results are heartening evidence
that something indeed can be done to
make a difference.

6 Major Findings &
Their Policy Implications

Six of our research findings, we feel,
deserve the utmost attention and visibility.

Finding #1

The most successful urban CED in-
itiatives have the following features:

� They embody a multi-functional ap-
proach. By this we mean they will
pursue more than one of the key ac-
tivities of local CED projects: equity
investment; lending accompanied by
technical assistance to borrowers;
human resource development; and
research, planning, advisory, and ad-
vocacy services.

� This  multi-functional  approach  is
critical to the merging of economic
and social goals. It tends to stress the
empowerment of the marginalized
populations and communities, espe-
cially in terms of human resource
development.

� Through strategic planning or simi-
lar efforts, the successful projects be-
come focused and specific in their
intent, even though they use many
means to achieve their objectives.
Energetic mobilization of key sec-
tors of the community (i.e., the or-
ganization of a community base) is
crucial to attaining the objectives.

� Successful projects are sustained
through effective use of public fi-
nance sources and  through  asset-
building, particularly in housing and
other real property. Their larger scale
of operation, thus, is in itself one
reason for  their effectiveness and
longevity.

by Mike Lewis and Stewart Perry
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Policy  recommendation: Government
support programs must (a) recognize and
appreciate a multi-functional approach,
rather than limit grantees to a single spe-
cific function or project; (b) offer multi-
year support for organizational
development, internal planning, and self-
education (i.e., for local capacity-building
for the CED group); and (c) create the
opportunities for asset-building that will
help underwrite the organization’s fu-
ture and leverage further support.

Finding #2

Urban CED groups make excellent use
of equity and debt capital when it is
available to them. Yet, despite the con-
centration of Canadian poverty in urban
settings, government support of equity
and debt financing for urban CED is so
much less than that for aboriginal and
rural CED as to be virtually nonexistent.

Policy recommendation: New govern-
ment programs for equity and debt fi-
nancing for local urban initiatives
should be designed, launched, and
tested, using the experience guidelines
from current CED successes. Two of the
best examples are the Human Resources
Development Association  of Halifax
and its novel use of welfare transfer
funds (see Making Waves, vol. 4, no. 1,
January 1993, pp. 10-16), and the Cape
Breton Labourers Development Com-
pany and its innovative self-financing
design (Making Waves, vol. 3, no. 4,
October 1992, pp. 12-16).

Finding #3

Where government does supply capital for
local economic development, it is effi-
ciently dispensed by “intermediar-
ies”—local or regional nonprofit
organizations like CEIC’s Business De-
velopment Centres or Saskatchewan’s
CommunityBondCorporations (seeMak-
ing Waves, vol. 4, no. 2, May 1993, pp.
12-16). That efficiency contrasts with the
controversial results of direct attempts by
government agencies to invest in individ-
ual development projects.

Policy recommendation: Government
should “wholesale” rather than “retail”
its  development  finance resources: it
should use local or regional CED devel-
opment finance intermediaries, which
are closer to and better aware of CED
opportunities and risks. In effect, these

intermediaries would become delegate
agents. As a condition of the delegation
of responsibility, government should re-
quire the development finance interme-
diaries to meet mutually-recognized
performance goals.

Finding #4

Many projects suffer from the govern-
ment expectation that they will become
self-financing simply because they are
running an income-generating business
or are developing such businesses. But
CED organizations and businesses (un-
like conventional businesses) attempt to
meet social needs in the context of their
business  activity. Governments must
learn not to confuse the economic costs
of business with the social costs of trying
to meet social needs in the process of
running a business.

Policy recommendation: Government
support of CED must carefully separate
and subsidize the social costs that CED
business projects bear. Here are a few
examples: the costs of training marginal-
ized and previously unemployable resi-
dents; transaction costs in dealing with
the smaller businesses that conventional
banks avoid; the research and develop-
ment costs for ventures appropriate to
marginalized communities and groups.
Government should link the financial
support for such costs to the reasonable

expectation that economic costs be
borne by CED businesses which partici-
pate effectively and efficiently in the
market economy.

Finding #5

Local CED groups cannot within them-
selves embody all the training and techni-
cal assistance resources they require. Thus
they look to intermediaries to provide spe-
cialized CED skills. However, such inter-
mediaries are few. When they are not
subsidized, they must try to meet expenses
by fees-for-service. This means

� some CED groups  cannot afford
critical services.

� some intermediaries will eventually
disappear due to their clients’ inabil-
ity to afford the services offered.

Policy recommendation: Government
support should underwrite at least part
of the expenses (and transaction costs)
of private, nonprofit CED technical as-
sistance  intermediaries to assure that
their services are maintained and more
widely available to those CED groups
that need  subsidized  assistance. This
support can be justified both as a means
to protect the public investment in CED
initiatives, and as a way to accelerate
building the capacity of CED organiza-
tions to generate substantial economic
and social benefits.

LEARNING ENRICHMENT FOUNDATION (LEF)

LEF’s original mandate (1979) was quite restricted: to promote programs for
benefit of community, especially multicultural arts, job training, and child

care services in the municipality of York. Since then its scope has expanded
to include many different community-building activities. LEF’s umbrella now
includes the following: a business incubator; business consulting service;
training in childcare, cooking, construction, and industry (LEF operates 13
childcare centres, serving 500 children); literacy and ESL programs; job search
counseling; and immigrant services. In addition, these programs are integrated
to foster community economic and social development (e.g., the cooking
courses prepare food for childcare centres). The overall budget is about $14
million. The organization’s staff totals 177.

Despite many resemblances to a community development corporation, LEF
has not designed its mission or format to that end. It successfully co-ordinates
a very decentralized and diverse family of projects, but (unlike a CDC), has
not taken community empowerment as a central theme.

For further information, contact Eunice M. Grayson or Dale Shuttleworth at
the Learning Enrichment Foundation, 116 Industry Street, Toronto, Ontario
M6M 4L8, Tel. (416) 769-0830.
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Finding #6

Certain current government policies and
practices are counter-productive for
CED efforts with marginalized groups.
For example, social assistance recipients
may lose benefits by accepting employ-
ment in CED ventures. Yet their earn-
ings may not compensate for their loss
in benefits or for work-related expenses.
Re-qualifying for benefits upon tempo-
rary joblessness often means living
without income for many weeks. Such
disincentives handicap CED groups try-
ing to work with such populations.

Policy recommendation: Welfare poli-
cies and the administration of benefits
and social assistance  must be  re-de-
signed to end disincentives for those
starting down the long road toward self-
reliance. Government agencies would
do well to refer to CED practitioners for
information about other program disin-
centives to community revitalization.

Relating Government to CED

There are three important national
objectives to which we believe CED is
relevant:

1. jobs and businesses that pay taxes,
reduce the  need for  transfer pay-
ments, and raise human productivity

2. nongovernmental organizations and
institutions that deliberately create
jobs and businesses, instead of wait-
ing for government or someone else
to do so

3. improved access to job and business
opportunities for  the  citizens and
communities that are particularly at
risk economically and socially

To help achieve these objectives, a
support program for CED can indeed be
effective and efficient. There is already
enough evidence of the cost-effectiveness
of the CED strategy in both the Canadian
and American experience. Further re-
search may pin down the details more
firmly and precisely, but in the meantime
governments have to begin to take action.

In order to design the best program at
this time, the designers themselves (gov-
ernment officers) need to gain a better
grasp of the fundamental processes in-
volved in CED. This will entail a rather
thorough re-orientation of conventional
government program administration:

� away from a framework of aiding cli-
entsand towardonewhichemphasizes
partnership with local groups and the
practitioners in the field.

� away from a framework involving
detailed application of government
programs and toward one which of-
fers flexibility for local strategies.

� away from a framework of evaluat-
ing projects and toward a framework
in which performance evaluation in-
cludes the government program it-
self and its administrators as well as
the local projects and their adminis-
trators.

� away from a framework in which
assessment is a government task for
improving supported projects and to-
ward a framework of partnered ac-
tivity aimed at self-improvement for
each partner in order to achieve mu-
tually-defined results.

By these re-orientations,  govern-
ment and communities together can im-

prove the entire process of CED, all the
way from its roots in the community to
its supportive relations in government
agencies.

We have not tried to specify the fea-
tures of an appropriate program of CED
support (in any case, there can be no
single appropriate program). But from

our knowledge of the urban CED expe-
rience in Canada, we can outline the
preliminary measures that can be taken
to design a growing range of effective
programs. As we have implied already,
the first step is self-education for a re-
orientation of government perspectives
for CED programming. For this self-
education process,  CED  groups and
practitioners can be called upon as re-
sources. In fact, without their insights
and knowledge, any program design will
be off on the wrong foot.

After such self-preparation, policy-
makers and administrators will need to
carry out exactly what local CED prac-

CO-OP ATLANTIC

The evolution of the co-op movement has increasingly linked local groups
into wider networks of mutual support and services. This has also been

the case for Co-op Atlantic, a mammoth second-level co-operative on the
eastern seaboard embracing retail and housing co-operatives. Two years ago
it radically re-shaped its mission to include the development of the co-op sector,
particularly worker co-ops.

Traditionally, Co-op Atlantic has focused on the development of retail
consumer co-operatives. It is the major wholesaler for the Atlantic retail co-op
network ($400 million in sales, 1991) and has provided a range of services to
its retail members, including training for co-op board and staff members,
assistance in the development of new stores and advocacy of co-op interests
in the public sector.

A resolution of the 1991 annual general meeting added to these conven-
tional practices a whole new level of responsibility. Co-op Atlantic was author-
ized to complete a 5-year business plan to strengthen and develop the
co-operative approach throughout the region, using a stakeholder concept for
communities and employees as well as the conventional members. Apart from
its conventional economic role, Co-op Atlantic was to provide leadership in the
development and growth of new and existing co-ops. It was to focus particularly
on stronger local control processes, increased financial capital, better man-
agement, and the promotion of community values.

Since 1991, 16 local co-op development councils have been at various
stages of development. Some are already helping to organize worker co-ops.
Co-op Atlantic has also acted successfully to shape a provincial tax credit
which encourages workers to invest in their own company/co-op.

For further information,contactTomWebbatCo-opAtlantic,Box750,Moncton,
N.B. E1C 8N5, Tel. (506) 858-6000.
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titioners and citizen board members do
for their own programs—that is, engage
in some type of strategic planning. The
planning will have to pay attention to
harmonizing the many programs that af-
fect CED objectives and methods; it will
mean examining cultural gaps that ob-
struct communication between govern-
ment and local communities; and, again,
it will mean forging a partnership with
communities in the design of the govern-
ment programs.

We will not pre-empt the shaping
and results of such a strategic planning
effort. But we believe  the following
ideas should at least to be considered in
any government strategic planning for
CED and may in fact be ultimately
adopted as guidelines for an evolving
government policy on CED.

A. A government program to support
CED should concentrate on comprehen-
sive and individualized local capacity-
building.

That is, programs must make it their
business to strengthen the local institu-
tions that carry out CED in its most
powerful format, the multi-purpose de-
velopment organization. The merging of
social and economic goals—e.g., human
resource development and business ac-

tivity—will happen most effectively
within the comprehensive perspective of
multi-purpose development. Capacity-
building must be directed to achieve that
powerful strategy.

Government programs must
make it their business to

strengthen the local institutions
that carry out CED in its
most powerful format, the

multi-purpose development
organization.

Two points in the growth of a local
institution are particularly amenable to
capacity-building: the initial stage of
mobilizing local leadership and ideas (a
visioning and planning effort); and the
later stage of on-going R&D, liaison,
evaluation, re-planning, and other gen-
eral administrative chores. These two
stages are rarely, if ever, underwritten by
the project funding that is usually avail-
able to community groups. Yet support
for this sort of local capacity-building is

essential if community resources are go-
ing to be mobilized and maintained in
the service of a broad national economic
revitalization.

B. Any government agency may use
an established and capable CED group
for its own program purposes by fund-
ing a specialized project—but only
when the specialized project is not in-
tended as the sole activity of the group
and is not shaped to ignore the more
comprehensive aims of local CED.

City, provincial, or federal agencies
should not attempt to take over the local
citizen group for their own objectives.
Of course, each agency has its own ob-
jectives, and these can be fostered by
CED groups. For example, Health and
Welfare Canada may want to field pro-
jects that aim at inter-generational wel-
fare dependency. A project like that can
properly induce a CED group into wider
and more integrated techniques to ad-
dress the central issues of the marginal-
ized community and its residents.

The point here is that the core or-
ganization is strengthened in its reach by
carrying out a specialized project. But
that element of new capacity must not
distract the organization from its
broader mission.

Regroupement pour la Relance Économique et Social du Sud-oeust de Montréal (RÉSO)

RÉSO’s origins lie in the last 20 years of industrial
decline in Point St. Charles neighbourhood of Mont-

real. Program Économique de Pointe St-Charles (PEP),
established by community organizations in 1984, led grass-
roots action to turn around an increasingly desperate trend.
It eventually culminated in a broadly-based coalition for
local  development that  encompassed all of southwest
Montreal. PEP was was succeeded by RÉSO in 1990. The
new organization diversified its board to include repre-
sentatives of the area’s large and small business, finance,
and community organizations.

With a budget of $1.8 million and 36 staff, RÉSO has
been offering a wide range of services, especially in human
resource and business development. It aims to ensure that
the community maintains control of revitalization planning
and initiatives; to improve quality of life and image of the
district; to protect and create jobs for residents; and, gener-
ally, to assist the unemployed.

To that end, it has developed at least 20 different pro-
grams: a job support centre; job search and placement
assistance; occupational training; promotion of local initia-
tives (e.g., daycare centre, community caterer, furniture

refinishing co-op); and business technical assistance, in-
cluding preliminary development funding and an early warn-
ing system to  detect  businesses  in trouble in time  to
maximize the chance of turning them around and saving
jobs. In the process, RÉSO has undertaken many collabo-
rative relationships with organizations inside and outside
the district.

As RÉSO has evolved, so have the opportunities for
direct involvement in asset-building strategies, an area that
thus far has been beyond the scope of RÉSO activities.
Direct ownership of economic assets is being considered
as well as alternative approaches to developing financing.

The success of RÉSO in mobilizing a broad cross section
of interests into action within and on behalf of the neighbour-
hoods of the southwest is leading to recognition from a
number of quarters. Paul Martin, the new Finance Minister
of the federal government, encouraged many when he
acknowledged RÉSO as an initiative that “could be a model
for all of Canada.”

For more information, contact: RESO, 1001 Lenoir Street,
Montreal, Québec H4C 2Z6, Tel. (514) 931-5737, Nancy
Neamtan, Director General.
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C. A government program in CED
should include support for intermediary
organizations in addition to the local
groups.

The rationale for supporting inter-
mediary organizations is to provide the
support services and resources that the
government itself cannot appropriately
supply. Two sorts of intermediaries will
be crucial to  local  success, those for
technical services and those for develop-
ment finance. Tax legislation can also be
designed to encourage individual inves-
tors to partner with local CED groups on
specific housing or other development
projects.

Finally, to this  point the conven-
tional  banking  sector has not partici-
pated actively in CED in Canada.
Attention should be paid to legislative
and regulatory changes which encour-
age such participation after the model of
the U.S. Community Reinvestment Act.

D. Any government agency that
adopts a CED program must assure that
other sources of assistance for local
groups and their projects are accessible;
this implies advocacy with other agencies
and levels of government, as well as part-
nerships with the private sector.

No one agency can be the sole source
or perhaps even the primary source of
CED funding or other assistance. Just as
the local CED group searches out a va-
riety of resources, both local and out-
side, so too must a government CED
program reach for partnerships  with
other sources inside and outside govern-
ment. Particularly important would be a

partnership between Health and Welfare
Canada and Employment and Immigra-
tion Canada, and between government
programs and conventional banking in-
stitutions.

E. Existing policies and programs
must be examined and re-examined to

end unintended negative consequences
for CED activities.

Among these are business assistance
and services that are accessible to conven-
tional private business through provincial
departments, the Atlantic Canada Oppor-
tunities Agency, the Western Diversifica-
tion  Fund, and  the  like, but  are  not
accessible to community-based ventures
like co-ops or the ventures of nonprofit
CED organizations.

A Parting Note

Only recently the United Nations
Committee  on  Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights rebuked Canada for fail-
ing its responsibilities for reducing the
impact of poverty. “There seems to have
been no measurable progress in alleviat-
ing poverty over the last decade, nor in
alleviating the severity of poverty
among a number of particularly vulner-
able groups,” the Committee reported.
The  U.N. committee’s  remarks were
considered to be unusually harsh to be
directed against an affluent western
country. The  same  report also com-
mented acidly that families are “being
forced to relinquish their children be-
cause of inability to provide adequate
housing or other necessities.”

Some parts of our cities flourish while
others decay or are threatened with dete-
rioration. This disparity—and the dismal
failure of government programs to correct
it—makes CED all the more important.
What CED teaches us is that collective
action and collective responsibility at the
local level can make a difference. A major
reason why it can make a difference is that
each community can and will, if permitted,
create its owneffectivepatternof responses
to local problems and opportunities. Un-
locking thispotential requiresopennessand
innovationnotonly inourneighbourhoods,
but also within our governments.

Concerted action is essential to cre-
ate the commitment, policies, and re-
sources appropriate to the challenge of
reversing the growth of urban poverty.
Revitalizing our urban neighbour-
hoods—places in which the large major-
ity of Canadians live out their lives—is
an agenda whose time has come.�

Mike Lewis is a director of the Centre for
Community Enterprise and editor of Making
Waves.

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (HRDA)

One of the most remarkable success stories in urban CED, the HRDA is
only now beginning to receive serious attention in economic development

circles.
HRDA originated in 1978 when the director of Halifax’s social assistance

program recruited a board of citizens to confront rising joblessness in the city.
HRDA receives social assistance monies as a “fee-for-service” for each Halifax
welfare recipient it helps to steer into gainful employment. Initiated by the
municipal social planning department, equipped with an entrepreneurial social
worker, and capitalized with an precedent-setting diversion of $275,000 from
the welfare budget, HRDA has concentrated on developing profitable busi-
nesses. These enterprises have become the hub of a training/development
system that has successfully hired over 1000 social assistance recipients since
1978. In addition, HRDA provides training and other human resource devel-
opment services which have led to another 800 individuals being trained and
placed in jobs. Lastly, HRDA has established a small revolving loan fund to
assist small business in the Gottingen district of Halifax.

HRDA has developed 13 businesses over the years, everything from a
bakery to a major recycling business joint venture. Many have been spun off.
The six businesses for which HRDA is currently responsible employ about 150
people and generated revenues of about $4.2 million in 1991.

HRDA’s innovative use of welfare funds to create real jobs for welfare
recipients has now led to a policy that enables any private Halifax employer to
get the same “fee-for-service” for hiring such a recipient to fill a permanent
position. The policy innovation pioneered by HRDA is is currently under
consideration for replication in Massachusetts.

For more information, contact: HRDA, 5571 Cunard Street, Halifax, N.S.
B3K 1C5, Tel. (902) 453-2982, Doreen Parsons, General Manager.
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Swift Current lies in the heart
of Saskatchewan’s great south-
west. Home to just over 16,000
residents, it serves a regional
population of 55,000. Fully six
million people live within a 500-
mile radius of the city.
Traditionally, the Swift Current
economy has been driven by the
agriculture industry: cereal and
specialty crops, and livestock. Oil
and gas exploration and recovery
also provide significant economic
spin-off.

Yet 25 years ago Swift Current
. Our neighbour

and one-time junior, Medicine
Hat in Alberta, overtook us. (It
now boasts 55,000 people.) Swift
Current, the“Frontier City,” was
starting to look more like a pit
stop on the Trans-Canada.

stopped growing

What happened here? Why did we
grow only so far and then stop? Certainly,
you can point to external factors. The
agriculture sector went into a prolonged
downswing. Job opportunities in the
energy sector have been cyclical.
Manufacturing and diversification stalled.

But in my view, most of our difficul-
ties were on the inside. We had become a
community that was stubborn, sleepy,
and stuck.

We denied that the
stagnation of our population and lack of
business development was a problem. We
did not understand our real market and
development opportunities, and instead
fancied that the attraction of interna-
tional corporate investment was our key
strategy for growth. Personifying this
attitude was a group we called the
“CAVEmen” (Citizens Against Virtually
Everything) whose negative assessment
of local innovation carried a lot of weight
in local circles.

We were . There was no common
vision of what the city should become.
Our expressed community development
goals were uninspiring – investments in
roads, sidewalks, and park maintenance.
Businesses had lost their enterprise
mentality; they were unwilling to
challenge themselves with higher
standards for success.

Finally, we were . A fear of failure
prevented us from considering innovative
or alternative development opportunities.
Well-meaning municipal and civic
leaders and economic development
practitioners were busy, rowing hard and
fast; but they were not rowing in unison
and had a very modest idea of what could
be accomplished.

stubbornly

sleepy

stuck

Business Not As Usual

Yet here Swift Current is at the start of
2005, winning awards for innovative
economic performance. We’re No. 1
among small Canadian cities in creating
small business (Bank of Montréal, 2003).
We received the“Home Based Business
Friendly Community Award” (Toronto,
2003), the“Outstanding Economic
Development Achievement of the Year”
(Economic Developers Association of
Canada, 2004), and“Economic
Development Initiative of the Year”
(Saskatchewan Economic Developers
Association, 2004). Swift Current’s
dramatic progress was also recognized by
Business Retention and Expansion
International (BREI) last May in Halifax.

How did we come to see the rut we
were in, and then start to climb out of it?

It was about three years ago that the
light bulb went on. Many residents
understood that our population and
economic base had not grown for over 25
years. Some understood how stagnation
put the investments of every resident at
risk, not just those of business owners. If
the private sector actually began to shrink,
people would seek employment elsewhere
or relocate altogether. This exodus would
reduce the value of every home in the
community.

What people needed to learn was that
conventional ideas of business develop-
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Swift Current uses BR&E to turn the corner

Cutting Loose
by Doug Howorko
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ment were no solution to the problem. If
we kept doing what we had been doing
we would keep getting what we had been
getting: an underdeveloped wealth-
generating sector, growing dependency on
outside investors, and a population tilting
into decline.

In January 2002 community leaders
from the city and surrounding rural
municipality decided Swift Current
should focus on creating an environment
where our existing private sector could
survive and thrive in the“new economy”:
one of diminishing tariffs and govern-
ment regulation (but growing concerns
about health and disease), hot competi-
tion, and globalized markets. They
formed Action Swift Current, a substra-
tum of community leaders who, equipped
with new information, have moved
business owners and business develop-
ment organizations from holding and
controlling information, to sharing it;
from a dependence on experts, to a
commitment to building the capacity of
local citizens; and from a uni-
dimensional notion of community
revitalization, to a multi-dimensional one.

What Action Swift Current imple-
mented was a project management tool
called Business Retention and Expansion.
The BR&E philosophy is that if your
community has a healthy, growing
business base, investment and new
entrepreneurs will follow of their own
accord. They are actually of a
healthy business climate.

Conventionally, too much emphasis in
local economic development is placed on
attracting new firms. Local, provincial

bi-products

o

and federal officials often ignore existing
businesses and their problems in the
course of going after“bigger fish,” offering
more jobs and tax revenue.

Yet communities can achieve a much
greater economic impact if they take care
of their home-grown businesses:

Generally, 60%-70% of new jobs
originate in existing businesses.
It is less costly to retain existing
businesses and jobs than to attract
new ones.
Programs to attract outside business
are more likely to succeed when
existing firms are successful and happy.
The churning of business creation,

expansion, contraction, and dissolution is
a natural part of a local economy. The
challenge to Swift Current and other
communities is to capture the expansions
while taking preventive action to reduce
the number of dissolutions and diminish
the contractions.

In brief, our focus had to move from
attracting investors to building the
businesses in our own backyard. And who
should spearhead such an approach but
the people who know those businesses
best – local business owners?

Some might worry that this would lead
to more of the same narrow, unimagina-

�

�

�

tive outlook on local development that we
had seen in the past. But that has not been
the case.

Actually, once business owners were
invited to assume the role of economic
leader, civic leaders and economic develop-
ment practitioners were no longer flying
solo. People came to have a deeper
appreciation of the challenges that
businesses face. The general public began to
understand that ultimately it is businesses
(not government) that undertake the
expansions and new initiatives that create
jobs, wealth, and community growth.

Viewing one another as teammates
rather than opponents, business owners,
bureaucrats, and other groups and
organizations managed to agree on how the
community must grow and to co-ordinate
their actions to that end. A true commu-
nity movement has taken shape around
local revitalization.

The BR&E program is community-based
and volunteer-driven. Local business
leaders are its cornerstone. But federal and
provincial business service providers,
municipal officials, representatives from

BR&E’s 7-Stage Process

Master the Fear of Failure. Communities progress by acting, making
mistakes, & correcting course. In Swift Current we could not correct
our community’s course if we were standing still. So we got moving
on the basis of the best evidence & best analysis available.

(previous page) A Swift Current industrial area,

off Highway 4; (right) demolition downtown to

make way for a outdoor patio café; (below) Best

Western’s third expansion in as many years.
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These organizations were to provide
the overall co-ordination in building
community readiness. They formed the
strong strategic alliance that could
explain and recommend the initiative to
the community and enable other
community leaders to be recruited to the
BR&E leadership team.

Great care was taken in the selection of
the leadership team. To ensure a breadth
and depth of community perspective, a
wide range of key stakeholders was
sought: business owners, city councillors
and employees, financial and legal
institutions, provincial and federal
government agencies, crown corpora-
tions, education officials, and representa-
tives of major industrial sectors (agricul-
ture, oil and gas, manufacturing,
tourism), and environmental, social, and
religious groups.

The initial leadership team began to
connect with people they knew within
these target groups. Soon over 20
stakeholders were participating on the
BR&E leadership team and champion-
ing the process.

There is no shortage of people
wanting to get involved and making a
difference in Swift Current. The
leadership team has evolved and made
way for new leaders to inject fresh ideas
and energy and keep the movement
going.

The next task was to strike a number of
committees. (See diagram, next page.)

2. Leadership Team Recruitment

3. Project Planning

(2-3 months)

(2-3 months)
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Grasp “Low-hanging Fruit.” We first undertook initiatives
requiring little capital investment in order to begin building
momentum & excitement.

community and business development
organizations, utilities, education, and
labour also provide guidance and oversight
in developing and implementing a
framework for improving the local or
regional economy.

In addition to retained businesses and
jobs, business expansions, and new jobs,
BR&E measures success in terms of
increased tax assessments, export con-
tracts, import replacement, and increased
regional capacity for business and industry
development.

Perhaps the most important goal,
however, is to .
BR&E aims to strengthen collaboration
between all community leaders, increase
understanding of the strengths and
weaknesses of the business climate, and
create better linkages between local leaders
and provincial and federal business
development support. More and better
information is shared, analyzed, and put to
work in a planning process on which more
players are determined to follow through.

Here is how Swift Current experienced
the 7-stage BR&E process.

Prior to undertaking the BR&E Visitation
Program, it was extremely important to

build community capacity

(2-3 months)
1. Gauging Community Readiness

determine whether or not Swift Current
was ready to commit the time and
resources necessary to see the process
through. Gauging community readiness
required numerous“back door” discus-
sions amongst key economic develop-
ment professionals and community
leaders.

Rather just than an of the
initiative, a was sought.
People had to affirm that they would
make BR&E a priority within their
organization and (preferably) indicate
financial and/or in-kind support.

Endorsement and commitment was
sought from the Chamber of Commerce,
City of Swift Current, the Rural Munic-
ipality of Swift Current, the Regional
Economic Development Authority,
Community Futures Development
Corporation, Saskatchewan Industry
and Resources, and the Entrepreneurial
Center. These were the local organiza-
tions best suited to sponsor and
implement a BR&E program. Each had
a community economic development
focus, a business and strategic economic
development mandate, and a well-
developed organizational infrastructure.
Each represented a large stakeholder
group, a partnership mindset, and had
made effective use of local volunteers in
the past.

endorsement
commitment

56

(left) Banners on Central Avenue; (below)

through WindowWorks, local artisans beautify

shopfronts that are currently vacant.
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Current, the Southwest and Cypress Hills
regional economic development authori-
ties, International Trade Canada, and
Canada-Saskatchewan Career and
Employment Services.

4. Business Visits & Follow-Up
(3-4 months)
Working in teams of two, the survey
volunteers each visited 1-4 businesses
randomly selected from a list of registered
businesses in the city and surrounding
rural municipality. In the end, 498 out of
1000 businesses were approached, and 200
participated – a very high response rate.

The recruited 150
volunteers to survey businesses of all
sectors (including retail, wholesale, service
and manufacturing) to ensure validity of
the survey results. The committee helped
train volunteers to conduct surveys, co-
ordinate the visits, and set up survey teams.

The kept
all the media (radio, television, and
newspaper) informed of project results.
The committee also arranged celebrations
as we achieved milestones in the BR&E
process. This ongoing communication,
acknowledgement, and celebration of
successes helped build trust in the leader-
ship team and BR&E process, and to
maintain the project’s momentum.

The developed the
survey itself on the basis of surveys used by
other communities engaged in BR&E.

Wherever possible, the
addressed urgent concerns or

requests voiced by survey participants so
they could see that this long-term process
also offered short-term results.

By means of sponsorship luncheons the
raised $30,000 in

corporate donations and funds from
various federal, provincial, and municipal
government groups. Over the last three
years it estimates that various community
partners have contributed $400,000 in in-
kind co-ordination, administration,
marketing, printing, photocopying, and
office supplies. To this date an additional
$310,000 in funding to implement two of
the chosen priority projects (Community
Branding, Marketing, & Profile and the
Regional Cluster Initiative)

Western Economic Diversi-
fication Canada, and by

Visitation Committee

Media & Milestone Committee

Survey Committee

Red Flag
Committee

Finance Committee

has been
contributed by

the City of Swift

business retention and expansion ,
they involved local housing and health
and employment services, regional
partnerships, joint marketing and
information initiatives – and more
information gathering.

Upwards of 70 local leaders,
including people from the health,
education, business, enforcement, and
financial sectors, as well as the federal,
provincial, and regional governments,
then reviewed the report. They made
additions, changes, and finally rated the
projects as to their priority for the
business sector.

per se

Visitation

Committee

(3-4 people)

Media &

Milestone

Committee

(3-4 people)

Survey

Committee

(3-4 people)

Red Flag

Committee

(3-4 people)

Finance

Committee

(2-3 people)

BR&E Leadership Team

This interactive survey process was a
milestone – our first step to building
community capacity in regards to chal-
lenges and opportunities faced by the
business sector. Personal letters and media
press releases were sent thanking all survey
participants and a subsequent barbeque
celebrated their efforts and those of the
survey volunteers.

Michael Darger from the University of
Minnesota, a researcher very experienced
with BR&E and with community strategic
planning, compiled and analyzed the data.
His report recommended 21 initiatives to
grow the business sector. In addition to

5. Research Report Review &
Prioritizing (5-6 months)

No project was considered a priority
unless at least three local people were
willing to take responsibility to see that
steps are taken to implement it. The
people who agreed to lead and work on
each project did not need to be experts on
the topic. They could recruit others to
work on the project as well. On this basis,
10 priority initiatives were identified at the
meeting, and each group then met to begin
planning the implementation of its project.

Initiatives have differed in terms of
priority, length of time, volunteer commit-
ment and budget. To date the leadership
team has moved on a total of 18. Some
have been completed. Others are still a
work in progress. (See next page,“Results
To Date.”)

(below, left to right) Survey volunteer training,

the downtown’s new credit union building, and

the launch of Swift Current’s Brand.



6. Community Commencement
Meeting

7. Implementation of Priority Projects

Business/Service Retention
& Expansion

(2 months)

(1-3 years)

This was a community-wide event to
celebrate the end of the visitation and
strategic planning phase and the
beginning of the implementation phase.
All the leadership team members,
volunteer visitors, and firms were invited
as well as other local government,
business, and community leaders,
regional and provincial agency represen-
tatives, and citizens of Swift Current.

The meeting helped inform the entire
community on the survey findings and
the top ten projects. It also served to
recruit more leaders to volunteer for a
project that engaged their passion and
expertise. Of the 200 people who
attended, 50 more champions signed up
and joined a project team. A committee
of at least 10 committed volunteers was
subsequently set up for each project.

Project committees get to work, report-
ing their progress to the leadership team
on a monthly basis.

Swift Current’s downtown has witnessed
some dramatic improvement already: an
$8 million credit union building, two
new restaurants, and a $2 million, 20,000
square foot Myers Norris Penny
accounting firm expansion. A number of
independent stores have filled vacant
buildings and old buildings have been
demolished to make way for the new.

The City has implemented a property
tax incentive policy for new and expand-

Results To Date
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ing businesses (0% year 1, 0% year 2, 25%
year 3, 50% year 4, 100% year 5) proposed
by Action Swift Current. Since the tax
incentive program came into effect 12
months ago, about 15 businesses have
made use of it, resulting in over $20 million
of commercial construction. They are
expected to create close to 80 new jobs,
apart from those in the construction
trades.

All City-owned highway commercial
properties have recently been sold for
commercial development. City Hall has
also approved borrowing the largest sum of
money in the city’s history to help pay for
numerous infrastructure projects.
Prominent among these are a $15 million
wastewater treatment plant, a $6 million
civic centre expansion, relocation of City
Hall, and a skate board park.

There are also some new information
services to advance business development.
To help businesses investigate start-up,
expansion, and investor opportunities, the
Chamber of Commerce, the Southwest
Regional Economic Development
Authority, Southwest Community Futures,
City Hall, the Entrepreneurial Center, and
Saskatchewan Industry and Resources
have together launched a toll-free hotline,
the“GROW Line For Business.”

Finally, an Employer Apprenticeship
Registry has been established to connect
students with employers in the trade sector
and reduce the“brain drain” of young
people away from Swift Current after high
school graduation. The premise of this
initiative is to create more student
awareness and interest in the trades sector.
If the interest and demand for specific
trades training increases, the College along
with other private institutions are prepared
to respond and provide more trades
programs.

Learn from Others. Some of the best (& worst) thinking, strategizing,
& actions has already been done by other communities. So why do it
all over? Swift Current took pains to find out what other places had
done, & modeled its actions after their successes.

STAGES OF A BR&E

VISITATION PROGRAM

Do we have the dedicated core group,

Course Registration

Informational Meetings

Begin Leadership Team Meetings &

Orientation

Volunteer Visitor Recruiting & Training

Survey Development

Business Visits & Red Flag Response

Volunteer Visitor & Business

Appreciation Event

Data Tabulation

Research Report & Research Review

Meeting

resources, & commitment?

1. Gauging Community Readiness

2. Leadership Team Recruitment

3. Project Planning

4. Business Visits &
Immediate Follow-up

5. Research Report Review
& Prioritizing

6. Community Commencement
Meeting

7. Implementation of Priority
Projects

(left, top to bottom) One of three new residential areas; a local manufacturer expands operations.
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9Housing & Health Services

Regional Initiatives/Partnerships

The Doctor Noble Irwin Foundation,
Cypress Health Region, rural communi-
ties, and the City of Swift Current have
been working to see a new hospital built,
the Cypress Regional Hospital.
Construction is slated to begin in April
2005 at an estimated cost of $35 million.
With the new hospital, Swift Current can
meet the future health requirements of
residents of the entire southwest region.
This new state-of-the-art hospital will
draw professional healthcare individuals to
our community and ensure that health care
– essential to quality of life – is available.
This will play a key role in ensuring Swift
Current remains a great place for future
business investment and attraction.

We have also seen a tremendous
increase in housing and condominium
starts and renovations, including a new $2
million seniors’ residential condominium
downtown. Housing prices increased
approximately 10% in 2004.

A regional cluster initiative has been
established, initiated by a broad range of
leaders. The purpose of this initiative is to
work on and support the formation of
strategic alliances among small and
medium-sized businesses and foster a
climate in which these networks can grow
and flourish. This project will ultimately
see the development of four regional
business networks involving the key
industry sectors of the region: agribusiness,
energy, manufacturing, and tourism.

A key relationship is emerging between
Swift Current, First Nations, and the
provincial government. The community
has worked with the File Hills Qu’Appelle
Tribal Council and the Saskatchewan
Indian Gaming Authority to plan a $23
million entertainment complex involving a
casino, hotel, performing arts, and
convention centre. It is projected to create
over 200 full-time jobs, $4.8 million
annually in local salaries and wages, $1
million in government revenues, and $1.5
million for community development
initiatives.

Another project, currently at the pre-
feasibility stage, is the Southwest Beef
Initiative. SBI is bringing together

stakeholders from across the southwest
including the Rural Municipality of Swift
Current, the City, First Nations, the cattle
industry, research and financial institu-
tions, and economic development organi-
zations to explore the development of a
beef processing plant that would test 100%
of animals processed.

A committee worked with the City to
develop a“brand” to market Swift Current
as a place to do business, live, and visit. The
community has remolded its image to
emphasize what Swift Current has to offer
in terms of accessibility, affordability,
culture, education, environment, health,
recreation, and security.

“Experience This” is a project that is
conceived as a way to turn Swift Current
into a tourist experience economy by
helping business owners get passionate
about tourism and lead the way by creating
unique and fun visitor experiences. In that
vein, a Petroleum Park Interpretive Center
is currently at the pre-feasibility stage. It is
projected to require $2.5 million for capital
construction costs and to attract 40,000
tourists annually.

Over the next years, the primary task of
Action Swift Current is to keep on doing
what it has been doing for the last three:

Tourism/Marketing

A Community on the Move

�

�

�
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Continued local leadership through
dedicated volunteers, project commit-
tees, and an effective leadership team.
Continued local commitment to the
idea of community growth, and trust
in the BR&E process as the way to
accomplish it.
Continued information gathering, and
marketing and celebrating of suc-
cesses.
Continued progress on projects, old
and new.
Action Swift Current has become a

true community movement where
individuals, businesses, and organizations
are sharing ownership in the work and
resulting successes of building a thriving
community. This win-win situation for
everybody is what sustains momentum.
Three years into its life, Action Swift
Current is not understood as a narrow,
short-term project. Rather, people know
it to be a long-term, complex, and
community-driven strategy, informed,
explained, and championed
by local citizens.

DOUG HOWORKO is BR&E consultant for

Saskatchewan Industry and Resources in

Swift Current. Contact him at 306-778-8416

or dhoworko@ir.gov.sk.ca. Action Swift

Current extends sincere thanks to all levels of

government, business, and private citizens for

their help in making this movement a success.

All photos courtesy of Action Swift Current. To

learn more about this initiative, visit

www.actionswiftcurrent.com.

Act Now. Since we set the community goal of growth, there has not
been a day on which we have not taken some action that moves
our community towards that goal.
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The CED Digital Bookshop

Type in your keyword, author, title, or year

of publication.

stocks over 500 of the best articles, papers,

and books on every aspect of community

economic development currently available in

portable document format (PDF). Most

items are priced under $10. Tons are free.

It’s quick, easy, and cost-effective.

Bookmark the .

The CED Digital Bookshop

CED Digital Bookshop

Why start from scratch

Search:

community revitalization

when you can tap the experiences & insight of an entire movement?

www.cedworks.com
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